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FROM THE EDITOR

A
s we greet Summer, we’re looking
at a world that is far different from
what we had planned, or might

have imagined. The AWA has had to
quickly transition from a busy calendar of
in-person activities to those that can be en-
joyed in the safety of our homes. Likewise,
this issue of the AWA Journal has needed
major changes. Our planned layout, which
was to have included a retrospective of the
Spring Meet, pre-Conference material, as
well as discussions of current and planned
Museum activities, had to be quickly re-
vised. Many thanks to those who have pro-
vided material for this issue on short notice
and under difficult circumstances.

I’m glad to say that AWA activities will
continue, transitioning to a video Conference
and shared member material. Members will
continue to receive publications, membership
renewals and services will carry on, and
members may make full use of our greatly
improved and updated website. Full details
are in this issue. Kudos to our dedicated vol-
unteers who are making it all happen.

2020 will also be an exciting year for
AWA Amateur Radio activities. Planned
“On Air” events will continue on schedule,

and the online Conference theme will be
“Evolution of Amateur Radio.” As we
“shelter” at home, this is the perfect oppor-
tunity to get out your old rig (or to build a
vintage-style homebrew), join one or more
of the events, and to show off your equip-
ment on the new AWA YouTube channel.
Remember, event dates for the remainder
of the 2020-21 operating season now ap-
pear in “Membership News” in order to
give everyone plenty of time to plan ahead.
Again, many thanks to the event managers,
and to Joe Fell, W3GMS for his leadership
and collaboration.

AWA Annual Awards continue for 2020,
and will be announced on the AWA website
as well as in the AWA Journal. Although
2020 Award nominations are now closed,
it’s not too early to start considering nomi-
nations for 2021. A summary of current
AWA Annual Awards Rules, as adopted by
the Board of Trustees, is included in this
issue. A list of previous Award winners ap-
pears on the AWA website.

I hope to chat with some of you online,
and to see you in person when the Museum
re-opens!

—David D. Kaiser, Editor

ON THE COVER

This official U.S. Marine Corps photograph, dated 3/3/1944, commemorates this
year’s 75th anniversary of the end of World War II, and honors American service
members. The photo, by Staff Sgt. Robert M. Howard, carries the following notation:
Major Sherwood F. Moran (left), of 144 Hancock Street, Auburndale, Mass., and
Major Robert N. Hall, Marine Corps officers on Cape Gloucester with some of the
Japanese radio equipment they rounded up. 
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Hi Everyone,

Well, 2020 certainly has taken a scary
turn of events so far. However, I am confi-
dent we will get through this. As a result,
all the plans AWA had for 2020 certainly
have been scrambled. Based on the news in
mid-May, it looks like New York will be
starting the process of reopening soon. That
is very welcome. For the last few months I
feel like I have been in the “Groundhog
Day” movie and it sure is getting very
repetitive.

Your AWA Leadership Team has been
busy rescheduling our AWA events and
classes as well as we can, given the uncer-
tainties of the restrictions on public events
caused by COVID-19. I am sure you appre-
ciate and recognize that this a very fluid sit-
uation subject to change from one week to
the next. We greatly appreciate your under-
standing and support during these uncertain
times.

2020 AWA Annual Conference

In view of ongoing concerns about per-
sonal health and safety, as well as current
New York State limitations on public gath-
erings and travel during the COVID-19
pandemic, the 2020 AWA Annual Confer-
ence will be transitioned from an in-person
event to an online series of video Confer-
ence presentations. These will be posted on
the AWA YouTube channel at
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCX55
peBhzeX1qps_VYXdLBA/ on August
11th for your viewing pleasure in the safety
of your home. Thanks to our many volun-
teer presenters, Criss Onan, Conference
Chairman, has arranged a super Conference
schedule of fascinating and informative
presentations. Even though we will not be
there in person, we still can enjoy and learn
from our fellow experts.

I understand you may be disappointed
that you will not be able to attend the 2020
Conference in person, I know that I cer-
tainly am. The Annual Conference has al-
ways been my chance to renew friendships

and make new ones. But our members’
safety must be and always is AWA’s num-
ber one priority.

AWA Annual Awards – 2020

Each year AWA recognizes and celebrates
the contributions of deserving individuals to
the preservation and sharing of communica-
tion history or their long-term contributions
to AWA’s success. Although these Awards
traditionally are presented at the Annual
AWA Conference banquet, they are an offi-
cial AWA recognition and will continue to be
awarded in 2020. Any AWA member may
nominate an individual or organization for an
Award. Nominations may be sent to Felicia
Kreuzer N2GXL, AWA Awards Coordina-
tor, at awards.awa@gmail.com or mailed to
Felicia Kreuzer, 1541 Bronson Road, Grand
Island, New York 14072 no later than July
1st. Nominations should include supporting
reasons as to why the nominee deserves a par-
ticular award. Complete Awards Rules are in-
cluded in the Spring 2020 AWA Journal and
are posted on the AWA website.

2021 Annual Conference

The “in-person” annual AWA Confer-
ences will resume in 2021. The 2021 AWA
Annual Conference has been booked for
August 17 to 21, 2021 at the RIT Inn and
Conference Center. Dual Conference
themes will be “100 Years of Radio Broad-
casting” and “The Evolution of Amateur
Radio.” So, we already have a start on 2021!

“Fellow” In Antique Wireless 
Association

The AWA Board of Trustees has estab-
lished an additional membership class—Fel-
low in Antique Wireless Association. Eleva-
tion to the status of Fellow is by invitation only
to those persons who have been a member in
good standing for the previous five years and
whose contributions to AWA or the history or
science of communications are deemed out-
standing by the Board of Trustees. Nomina-
tions for Fellow must be submitted in writing

FROM THE DIRECTOR



member and audio expert Dave Minchella,
KE2GE will lead these five four-hour
classes on Saturdays. I am really looking
forward to attending.

After Hours at the Museum

So far, the pandemic has forced AWA to
cancel the first two presentations of the 2020
series. I am very hopeful that we will be able
to resume the 2020 series in July. This is an
important outreach to the community.

Ham Shack Development Fund
To date, we have had 175 donations to-

taling $124K. That is 75% of our goal of
$165,100.

Antique Wireless Museum

The Governor of the State of New York
has ordered all museums in the state to be
closed. There are signs that the reopening
of the state will start the week of May 18,
but museums are not likely to reopen until
much later in that process. We will an-
nounce the Museum reopening on the
AWA Facebook page when that happens.
It is not just as simple as unlocking the
doors. Therefore, we have established a
staff committee to look at all the issues at-
tendant with a safe reopening process and
ongoing operations under the leadership of
Mike Migliaccio, Deputy Director.

Regards and keep safe,
Bob Hobday, N2EVG

to the Fellows Committee of the Board and
must be supported by at least two AWA mem-
bers in good standing. The “AWA Fellow
Nomination Form” is available on the AWA
website at https://antiquewireless.org/home-
page/awa-fellows-class/. Invitations to per-
sons to become a Fellow will be made pur-
suant to a majority vote of the AWA Board of
Trustees. Nomination forms and letters must
be received no later than July 1st. Nominations
may be mailed to AWA, c/o Robert Hobday,
Director, PO Box 421, Bloomfield, NY 14469
or emailed to me at  Director@AntiqueWire-
less.org and I will make sure the Fellows
Committee receives the nominations.

Educational Classes – Radio Fab Lab 

Under the direction of Dean Faklis, Edu-
cation Development Manager, six addi-
tional classes are being developed for the
Radio Fab Lab series for youngsters, bring-
ing the total number of classes to twelve.
We expect to be able to offer these new
classes beginning in September.

Educational Classes – Adults: 
Learn It, Build It, Fix it

The LIBIFI classes for adults had to be
postponed due to the pandemic and they are
expected to be rescheduled in August. This
will be a comprehensive set of classes on
electronic principles and audio amplifica-
tion based on the construction of a tube-
based guitar amplifier kit. Long-time AWA

(continued on page 28)
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MERRILL BANCROFT
Clearing up the Cleartone Mystery

Merrill Bancroft grew up in Western
Massachusetts, and as a boy was enthralled
by his father’s boyhood Tuska 222 radio
and stories about the excitement of 1920s
radio listening. He began collecting old ra-
dios at age 10, and has been a lifelong radio
hobbyist. Merrill served as an Electronic
Technician in the U.S. Navy, aboard the
Carriers Leyte and Franklin D. Roosevelt,
and was discharged as an ET2 second class.

ABOUT OUR AUTHORS

He then earned a degree from Lowell Tech-
nological Institute. After running a radio
and TV repair shop, Merrill was employed
as a service tech with Grason-Stadler Inc., a
manufacturer of hearing diagnostic instru-
mentation, from which he finally retired
after a 35-year career. His 70-plus year
radio hobby has continued, with a particular
interest in one-of-a-kind early battery sets.
Merrill has been an AWA member since the
mid-1970s, and has won many awards for
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AWA JOURNAL POLICY ON PROMOTING EVENTS: The AWA Journal is pleased to
list the meets and meetings of any established antique radio organization, whether or not
it is associated with the AWA. Send your information to David D. Kaiser, Editor, AWA Journal, 
E-mail: awajournaleditor@antiquewireless.org.
. 

AWA YouTube Channel

The Antique Wireless Association’s
members have an amazingly wide range of
interests. As manager of  AWA’s YouTube
channel, I’d like our channel to reflect the
breadth and depth of the interests of our
members, but I can’t do this alone. If
you’ve produced a video that you think
would be of interest to other members, and
you’d like to have it presented on our
YouTube channel, please let me know.
Videos of your projects, research, on-air ac-
tivity, or a narrated PowerPoint presenta-
tion, all are great things to share. Our
YouTube channel is also a way for us to ed-
ucate and inform non-members about our
interests, and possibly turn them into new
AWA members. 

I’ve also created playlists of videos from
other YouTube channels that I think might
be of interest to our members. If you let me
know of a vintage communication related
YouTube video that you’ve found to be in-
teresting, I’ll add it to my list for inclusion
in future playlists.

You can visit the AWA YouTube channel
at: https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCX55peBhzeX1qps_VYXdLBA and
please remember to subscribe so that you
can be notified of the latest releases!

Thanks, Mark Erdle, AE2EA

Recurring Meetings
• The Antique Radio Club of Illinois

(ARCI) — meets six times a year,
offering seminars, swap meets,
equipment contests and the annual
Radiofest. 

Meeting dates, activities and lo-
cations are listed at http://www.an-
tique-radios.org/schedule.html. For
more information about ARCI

MEMBERSHIP NEWS

Information About AWA
and Other Events

AWA ON-THE-AIR EVENTS
AWA on-air events are continuing, so

mark your calendars! The boxed listing on
this page has been updated, and the Amateur
Radio column in this issue includes a com-
plete schedule and detailed discussion of
these events.

AWA EVENTS AND MUSEUM ACTIVITIES
Per order of the State of New York, all mu-

seums in the state closed in mid-March in re-
sponse to the COVID-19 pandemic. Accord-
ingly, the AWA Museum has been closed and
Museum Staff has been asked to remain home
until authorities tell us that is okay to resume
operations. Likewise, all Museum and in-per-
son activities have been suspended. AWA is
continuing its online, on-air and publication
activities, and has expanded its online pres-
ence. Please see further details in this issue of
the AWA Journal.

Conference Doings

In view of ongoing concerns about per-
sonal health and safety, as well as current
New York State limitations on public gath-
erings and travel during the COVID-19 pan-
demic, the 2020 AWA Annual Conference
will be transitioned from an in-person event
to an online series of video Conference pre-
sentations. Full details appear elsewhere in
this issue.

2020-2021 AWA “ON AIR” EVENT DATES

Bruce Kelley November 7-8, November 14-15

Linc Cundall January 6-7, January 9-10

AM QSO February 13-14

John Rollins March 10-11, 13-14



please visit our website at http://www.an-
tique-radios.org/ index.html or contact our
P.R. Director, Art Bilski at (630) 739-1060,
or you can email us at: clubinfo@ antique-
radios.org.

• Antique Radio Collectors of Ohio —
meets first Tuesday of each month at 2929
Hazelwood Ave., Dayton, OH (4 blocks
east of Shroyer Rd. off Dorothy Lane) at 7
p.m. Also annual swap meet and show.
Membership: $10.00 per year. For more
info, contact Karl Koogle: mail to above ad-
dress; phone (937) 294-8960; e-mail KAR-
LKRAD@ GEMAIR.COM. 

• California Historical Radio Society
(CHRS) — Meeting information hotline:
(510) 522-1974. Mailing address: CHRS,
P.O. Box 31659, San Francisco, CA 94131.
Building address: CHRS, 2152 Central
Ave., Alameda, CA 94501-2831. Email:
info@californiahistoricalradio.com. Web-
site: www.CaliforniaHistoricalRadio.com.
Contact: Jaime Arbona, Secretary, Board of
Directors, jaime@ chrsradio.com.

• CARS, the Cincinnati Antique Radio
Society — Meets on the third Wednesday
of each month at Gray’s History of Wireless
Museum, which is part of The National
Voice of America Museum of Broadcasting,
Inc., located in a building that is now on the
National Historic Register at 8070
Tylersville Road, Westchester, Ohio.
45069. For more information contact Bob
Sands at (513) 858-1755. 

• Carolinas Chapter of the AWA — Hosts
four “mini-swap-meets” each year (in Janu-
ary, May, July and October) plus an annual
conference, “Antique Radio Charlotte,” on
the 4th weekend in March. Executive com-
mittee meets approximately quarterly. For
more info, visit the website at cc-awa.org.

• Central Ohio Antique Radio Assn. –
Meets on the third Wednesday of March,
June and September at 7:30 p.m. Swap
meets: “Cabin Fever” in January and out-
door tailgate in July. December Christmas
party. For more info contact Barry Gould at
614-442-1518 or Dave Poland at 614-890-
5422 or http://coara.org/.

• Delaware Valley Historic Radio Club —
Monthly meetings at 7:30 p.m. on the second

Tuesday of every month. Location: Telford
Community Center, Hamlin Ave., Telford,
PA. Annual club dues: $20.00 includes sub-
scription to the club’s online newsletter The
Oscillator. For further info contact DVHRC,
P.O. Box 5053, New Britain, PA 18901, or
find us on the Web at www.dvhrc.com, or
phone (267) 354-1395.

• Houston Vintage Radio Association
(HVRA) meets the fourth Saturday 
(January thru October) at Bayland Park 6400
Bissonnet, 9 a.m. in SW Houston. Each meet-
ing includes an auction and program. Annual
two-day convention held in February includes
three auctions, old equipment contest, techni-
cal talks, swap meet, and awards banquet. One
day MEGA auctions held in the spring and fall.
A newsletter, The Grid Leak, is published bi-
monthly. Event postings, announcements, pho-
tos and other features are available on HVRA
website: www.hvra.org. Membership is
$20/yr. Address: HVRA, P.O. Box 31276,
Houston TX 77231-1276 or call Bill Werzner,
713-721-2242; email: werz1943@gmail.com.

• Hudson Valley Antique Radio and
Phono Society [HARPS] meets the 3rd Fri-
day of the month, 7:30 p.m., at the Episcopal
Church of Suffern Annex, 65 Washington
Ave., Suffern N.Y. 10901 for info contact
Rev. Dale Cranston at (845) 357-1615 or
dale.cranston@gmail.com.

• Indiana Historical Radio Society — Ac-
tive since 1971. Meets in Feb. (Lawrence),
May (2-days, Kokomo) and Oct. (Greenfield).
Flea market, old equipment contest, and auc-
tion at all events. Meet details and club info at
website www.indianahistoricalradio.org.
$15.00 annual dues includes the IHRS Bulletin
published quarterly. Contact Herman Gross,
W9ITT, 1705 Gordon Dr., Kokomo, IN
46902, 765-459-8308, email w9itt@ com-
cast.net.

• London Vintage Radio Club — This
Ontario, Canada club meets in London on
the first Saturday of January, March, May,
and November. Annual flea market held in
Guelph, Ontario in June. Contact: Dave
Noon, VA3DN, 19 Honeysuckle Cr., 
London, ON  N5Y 4P3, Canada. Email:
va3dn@execulink.co. Website: http://lvrc.
homestead.com/index.html.

THE AWA JOURNAL / SUMMER 20208
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• Mid-Atlantic Antique Radio Club
(MAARC) — Meets monthly, usually on the
third Sunday of the month at the Davidsonville
Family Recreation Center in Davidsonville,
MD. (But meets once or twice a year in North-
ern Virginia—check website for schedules,
details and maps.) Contacts: President, Steve
Hansman, 855 Arundel Drive, Arnold, MD
21012, (410) 974-0561, email: shans01a@
comcast.net; Membership Chair, Geoff
Shearer, (703) 818-2686, email: gshearer2@
verizon.net. Website: www.maarc.org.

• The New Jersey Antique Radio Club —
Meets the 2nd Friday of the month 7:30 p.m.
at either Info Age 2201 Marconi Rd. Wall
Township N.J. 07719 or Bowen Hall, Prince-
ton University. We hold three annual swap
meets and four seasonal repair clinics. Visit
the club’s website for details www.njarc.org
or contact NJARC President Richard Lee
(914) 589-3751 or president@njarc.org. 

• Northland Antique Radio Club (Min-
neapolis/St. Paul) — hosts four events with
swap meets each year (in February, May,
September and November) including an 
annual conference, “Radio Daze,” for two
days in mid-May. Annual dues are $12.00,

which includes a subscription to the club’s
quarterly newsletter. For more info, visit
our website at www.northlandantique -
radioclub.com. 

• Northwest Vintage Radio Society —
Meets the second Saturday of each month at
Abernethy Grange Hall, 15745 S. Harley
Ave. Oregon City, OR. Meeting starts at
10:00 a.m. Membership $25.00 per year.
Guests welcome at all meetings and func-
tions except board meetings. Spring show,
the second Saturday in May. For more in-
formation, contact Pat Kagi, 6710 NE 65th
Ave., Vancouver, WA 98661, (360) 909-
7009, or e-mail patkagi@yahoo.com.

• Oklahoma Vintage Radio Collectors —
Meets each month at Spencer’s Smokehouse
and BBQ, 9900 NE 23rd St., Midwest City
Ok 73141. Visitors welcome. Dinner/Social-
izing, 6 p.m., meeting, 7 p.m. Swap meets on
second Saturday in April and October at 8
a.m., Midwest City Community Center, 100
N. Midwest Blvd., Midwest City, OK. 
Membership $15/year including monthly
Broadcast News. Info: contact Jim Collings
at (405) 755-4139 or jrcradio@ cox.net.
Website: www.okvrc.org. 

• Ottawa Vintage Radio Club — Usually
meets at 7:00 p.m. on the second Wednesday
of every month, at the Ottawa Archives, 100
Tallwood Drive, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.
Auctions are held in May and October.
Please see www.ovrc.org or call Paul Gui-
bord (613-523-1315) for details.

• The Pittsburgh Antique Radio Society
welcomes visitors to our Saturday flea mar-
kets, contests and clinics held at least four
times yearly. A fall auction is included in
September and our annual luncheon pro-
gram is on the first Saturday in December.
An annual Tri-State Radio Fest is held in
April. Our journal, The Pittsburgh Oscilla-
tor, is mailed quarterly. For more informa-
tion visit us at http://www.pittantiqueradios.
org, email President Chris Wells at 
radioactive55man@comcast.net, or phone 

AWA NETS (EASTERN TIMES)
SUNDAY:
7237 kHz, SSB, 12 noon, NCS: Various
3840 kHz, AM, 7PM held only during EDT
3837 kHz, AM, 4PM held only during EST
NCS: Joe, W3GMS

MONDAY:
1945 kHz, SSB or AM, 8PM, NCS: NE1S

MONDAY-WEDNESDAY-FRIDAY:
The AWA Bruce Kelley Memorial Net
3837 kHz, SSB, 9:30AM
NCS Monday, Jeff-W3JW
Wednesday, Roy-WA2TWS
NCS Friday, Doug-WA3DSP

AWA LIFE MEMBERSHIPS ARE NOW AVAILABLE
Cost: $700 (U.S.), $800 (elsewhere.) Make out your check to Antique Wireless Association and
send it to AWA Membership, P.O. Box 421, Bloomfield, NY 14469-0421. E-mail membership@
antiquewireless.org.



Treasurer Tom Dixon at 412-343-5326.
• Society for Preservation of Antique Radio

Knowledge (SPARK) — Meets monthly at
Donato’s Pizzeria, 7912 Paragon Rd., Cen-
terville, OH. Annual swap meet. Membership
$15/yr. Write SPARK Inc., c/o Dan Casey,
10075 Morrow-Rossburg Rd., Pleasant Plain,
OH 45162 or call Dan Casey at (513) 265-
8466 or e-mail dansradioland@ gmail.com

• Texas Antique Radio Club — Meets al-
ternate months in Kyle and Shertz, TX.
Contact: Doug Wright, 625 Rolling Hills

Dr., Canyon Lake, TX 78133. Email:
dwjw@gvtc.com; website www.gvtc.com/
~edengel/TARC.htm.

• Vintage Radio and Phonograph Society
(VRPS) meets monthly on the third Saturday.
Located in the Dallas, Fort Worth Metroplex,
our current activities are annual convention,
auctions, swap meets, repair training sessions
and monthly programs. For details visit our
website www.vrps.org, or by contacting
VRPS President Jim Sargent at (817) 573-
3546 or bsargent@swbell.net.
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As Director Bob Hobday discussed in his
column, we are transitioning some ele-

ments of the 2020 AWA Conference to vir-
tual ones since a physical gathering can not
be held due to COVID-19. Key historical
communications sessions will be 
posted on AWA’s YouTube channel: 
ht tps: / /www.youtube.com/channel /
U C X 5 5 p e B h z e X 1 q p s _ V Y X d L B A .
YouTube will permit viewing of presenta-
tions by all of our AWA members, includ-
ing those who don’t usually have an oppor-
tunity to attend in person. Additionally, oth-
ers interested in electronic communication
who are not (yet) AWA members will also
be able to view them. These sessions will be
available for viewing at your convenience
(including binge watching) beginning on
August 12th. Each presenter may monitor
YouTube comments for questions and in-
formation sharing and reply accordingly. 

Some of the scheduled presentations 
include: 
• 126 Years of Amateur Radio Innovation 
• The History of the Amateur Radio Novice

Class 
• The Influence of Hiram Percy Maxim on

Amateur Radio 
• AWA Amateur Radio “On Air” Event

Presentation 
• Pre-1912 Wireless and Electrical  

• Westinghouse Broadcasting 
• Moonlight Restorations   

A few our scheduled sessions will be
postponed until our 2021 Conference which
will have dual themes of “100 Years Of
Radio Broadcasting” and a continuation of
“The Evolution of Amateur Radio.”

Since a physical equipment contest
won’t be possible, we have an exciting Peo-
ple’s Choice contest planned, featuring
your submissions on the AWA website. We
may also feature your photos on Facebook,
Instagram and Twitter. To enter your fa-
vorite gear, email up to three (3) pictures.
These photos should be well lighted, with-
out strong shadows, and submitted as email
attachments in JPG/JPEG format. In your
email please include up to three sentences
of text describing your submission. The email
address is: photos@antiquewireless.org.

The deadline for People’s Choice submis-
sions is 8/11. Each entry will be assigned a
number by order of submission. Voting for
the People’s Choice will be on our website
by entry number beginning on 8/15 and will
continue through 10/1. The top vote-getter
will be announced on 10/5 on our web,
Facebook, Instagram and Twitter sites.  

See you in the cloud this year and in per-
son next year!

Criss Onan, AWA Conference Chair

AWA Annual Conference
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Let’s Grow AWA Together — And, Have Some Fun!

If You Believe in AWA…Please Accept the AWA Challenge

And — the AWA member who buys the largest dollar amount of gift memberships
will win $50 to spend at the Museum Store!

— The challenge is to help introduce 200 new members to AWA by October 1, 2020 — 

Consider these possibilities:   
• A thoughtful gift for someone who has heard about AWA from you.
• An encouraging gift for a friend to share in the fellowship and learning offered by AWA.  
• A fun gift for a colleague or client who has an interest in the history of entertainment and

communications.  
• A meaningful gift for a young person to spark their interest in electronics and technology. 

If you believe in AWA...give a gift...or two..or more! As a current AWA member, you may
purchase as many gift memberships as you like. Gift recipients must not have held AWA
membership during the past three years. These gifts may be purchased only by current AWA
members, and rates are good for the new member’s first year of membership only. THIS
OFFER EXPIRES OCTOBER 1, 2020.

You may choose from two different types of gifts, both good for the new member’s first
year of membership. You may order as many of each type as you would like:
• $30: New member receives four quarterly AWA Journals and one annual AWA Review

mailed to the member’s home.
• $20: New member has read-only on-line access to the four quarterly AWA Journals and 

annual AWA Review.
To order:
• You may order online at https://antiquewireless.org/homepage/gift-memberships/
• You may complete and mail the following form (or a copy), with your check or credit card

information to: AWA Gift Memberships, P.O. Box 421, Bloomfield, NY 14469-0421. 
Be sure to include your name, address and payment information. AWA will send a gift 
card, welcoming letter and new member information to each recipient. Questions? Email:
Dean@antiquewireless.org.

Please enter my order for ____ gifts at $30 each, and ____ gifts at $20 each. My check or payment information

for a total of $ ________ is enclosed.

YOUR Name:___________________________________________________________________________

YOUR Address:_________________________________________________________________________

YOUR Phone Number: ______________________ YOUR Email: __________________________________

Payment by:

____ PayPal to WM3D@ARRL.net

____ Check enclosed payable to Antique Wireless Association

____ Credit Card Number: ____________________________   Exp. Date: ______  Security Code: _______

Signature: ________________________________________________________________________

RECIPIENT’S Name: _____________________________________________________________________

RECIPIENT’S Address: ___________________________________________________________________

RECIPIENT’S Phone Number (if known)______________________________________________________

RECIPIENT’S Email (if known) _____________________________________________________________

Type of one-year gift membership $30 ____ or $20____ for this recipient.

Please list gifts for additional recipients on a separate sheet.  Thank You!

✂
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AWA BOARD MEETING 
MAY 3, 2020

The meeting was called to order by Di-
rector, Robert Hobday at 12:34 p.m. on May
3, 2020, and was conducted entirely by tele-
phone conference connection. Present were
seventeen officers and trustees. One addi-
tional AWA member was in attendance.
Hobday declared a quorum. The Minutes of

Summary of Minutes

AWA BOARD MEETING 
JANUARY 17, 2020

The meeting was called to order by Di-
rector, Robert Hobday at 10:06 a.m. on Jan-
uary 17, 2020, and was conducted entirely
by telephone conference connection. Pre-
sent were twelve officers and trustees. Hob-
day declared a quorum. 

Director Hobday announced two items
for the agenda: election of a Deputy Direc-
tor, and election of a person to the Board of
Trustees.

Mark Erdle AE2EA had been put forward
to the Board as a nominee to become a
Deputy Director. Hobday requested addi-
tional nominations from the floor and re-
peated the request twice more. None were
heard. Secretary Bill Hopkins made a motion
that the nominations be closed; seconded by
Curator Lynn Bisha. Hearing no objection,
Hobday requested the Secretary conduct the
vote by roll call. Mark Erdle was elected as a
Deputy Director with eleven voting yea and
one abstaining. Hobday then announced that
Erdle will be the Second Deputy Director of
the Antique Wireless Association.

Joe Fell, W3GMS had been put forward
to the Board as a nominee to become a
member of the Board of Trustees. Fell is

from East Fallowfield, PA. He is a life mem-
ber of the AWA, regularly contributes to the
Journal on matters of Amateur Radio, and
brings managerial expertise. Hobday placed
in nomination the name of Joe Fell to the
Board. Hobday requested additional nomi-
nations from the floor and repeated the re-
quest twice more. None were heard. Bisha
made a motion that the nominations be
closed; seconded by Erdle. Hobday re-
quested a vote to close nominations by an-
nouncing objections. None were heard. Hob-
day requested the Secretary conduct the vote
by roll call. Joe Fell was elected as a member
of the Board of Trustees by unanimous vote
of twelve yea votes.

The meeting was adjourned at 10:18 a.m.
Respectfully submitted by William L.

Hopkins, Secretary

✂
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the Board meeting on November 3, 2019,
and the telephone conference meeting on
January 17, 2020, were approved as read.  

In general comments, Hobday expressed
thanks to Richard Neidich for his extensive
work to create the organization’s new web-
site on the Internet. It is now up and running.  

The effects of the COVID-19 pandemic
made it necessary to close the Museum. All
museums in New York State were closed as
part of the social isolation actions by order
of the Governor. Deputy Director Mike
Migliaccio will convene the Safety Commit-
tee to create a plan to clean the Museum and
arrange for safe visits and volunteer work,
once the Museum complex is open again.  

Assistant Curator, Criss Onan, is the 2020
Conference Chairman. The Conference
scheduled for August will be restructured to
go forward online as a virtual presence
available for every AWA member. AWA
members will be notified about how to ac-
cess the individual presentations on Internet
platforms such as YouTube. Presenters are
prepared to make their talks available and
have them ready for the scheduled Confer-
ence date. The RIT Inn and Conference
Center, the regular venue of the AWA Con-
ference, has already reserved the date for a
return in 2021. The 2021 Conference will
have a dual theme to accommodate the large
programming challenge presented by this
year’s focus: Amateur Radio.  

The annual Spring Meet will also be
rescheduled and reformatted as necessary to
assure safety. Auctions during the Spring
Meet and the Conference support the orga-
nization’s finances and help maintain avail-
able Museum storage space. Planning for a
later date is ongoing.

Director Hobday presented a motion to
establish a special membership category of
Fellow of the Antique Wireless Association.
Candidacy would be by invitation only to
members of the AWA who have belonged
to the organization for a minimum of five
years, are in good standing, and whose con-
tributions in history, science, communica-
tions, or to the success of the AWA have
been deemed outstanding by the Board of
Trustees. A Fellows Committee would re-

port to the Board. The motion was seconded
by Curator Lynn Bisha and approved unan-
imously. A mailing will soon go out to all
members outlining the 2020 Conference,
plans for 2021, the Annual Awards, and the
new Fellow membership category.  

Education is a central task of the Antique
Wireless Museum. This will become a
major legacy of the present membership to
future generations. Six more classes are
being planned by Dean Faklis as additional
topics in the Radio Fab Lab educational se-
ries for youth. The Learn It, Build It, Fix It
course for adults is currently on hold due to
the pandemic.

New donations for the Museum’s ama-
teur radio Ham Shack continue to arrive, as
the news spreads about AWA’s construc-
tion plans.  

Director Hobday presented the Finance
Report. Finances are in good shape. Several
important events and revenue streams take
place in the latter half of the fiscal year. The
effects of the pandemic will need to be met
as the organization moves forward.  

Curator Lynn Bisha presented the Cura-
tor’s Report. Due to COVID-19, donations
have recently slowed. A Collins R-388
(51J-3) receiver has been donated, and a
complete set of Ham Radio magazine will
complement what the Library already owns.
A large donation of documentation on
Edwin Howard Armstrong was also re-
ceived. Equipment is being collected and
made ready for the new Ham Shack. Librar-
ian Jim Kreuzer has obtained a large tube
collection from Buffalo. 

Deputy Director Mike Migliaccio re-
ported on Museum activities. Group tours
are a great enhancement to the visiting pub-
lic. One former Radio Fab Lab student has
joined the staff as part of the Junior Historian
program and is giving tours of the television
and phonograph collections to visitors.  

Deputy Director Mark Erdle has devel-
oped a platform concept to present informa-
tional videos online. It is intended to edu-
cate the next wave of Museum membership.

Richard Neidich presented the Website
Report. The new website is now up and 

(continued on page 24)



Due to the State-mandated shutdown of
facilities, there has been a substantial

slackening in activities at the Museum. A
few small donations have come in, includ-
ing a Collins R-388 (51J-3) in a nice non-
stock cabinet, and a matching, military,

metal cased speaker. A second donation
was a complete set of Ham Radio maga-
zine, which was published from February
1968 through June 1990. Although the li-
brary had some issues, this completes our
collection. 

More planning details for the ham radio
shack are being laid out in drawings as to
what will be included for the operating po-
sitions. More to come on that later.

As I mentioned in my last column, we re-
ceived six large boxes of documentation on
Edwin Howard Armstrong, collected and
researched by a woman who intended to
write about him. Unfortunately, she passed
away, but her papers were donated to the
AWA. Media Librarian Jim Kreuzer has
had a brief look at some of them, and is
very excited at what he found. Once the
lockdown is over, we hope to explore them
more thoroughly.   

Allan Pellnat sent us a very nicely re-
stored National NC-140 receiver. It is a
model we did not have in our collection.

Robert Hobday, N2EVG
Director

Michael Migliaccio, N3HLM
Deputy Director

Mark Erdle, AE2EA
Deputy Director

Lynn J. Bisha, W2BSN
Curator

Ronald Roach, W2FUI
Operations Manager

Alexander MacMillen
Registrar

Jack Plum, WX3P
IT Manager

David Kaiser
Associate Curator

Felicia Kreuzer, KA2GXL
Assistant Curator

James Kreuzer, N2GHD
Assistant Curator
Media Librarian

Criss Onan
Assistant Curator
Audiovisual Archivist

Duncan Brown, K2OEQ
Assistant Curator

Dean Faklis, NW2K
Education Development Manager

Ed Gable, K2MP
Curator Emeritus
Historian

Bruce Roloson, W2BDR
Curator Emeritus
Accession Committee Chairman

Stan Avery, WM3D
Treasurer
Museum Store Manager

Visit us on the Internet at http://www.antiquewireless.orgAT THE MUSEUM

MUSEUM CONTACT

For all inquiries about the Museum and its operation, contact Museum Curator Lynn J. Bisha, W2BSN,
Curator, 83 Parkwood Lane, Penfield, NY 14526, e-mail: curator@antiquewireless.org. The Antique
Wireless Association is an IRS 501(c)3 charitable organization.

MUSEUM MANAGEMENT AND STAFF

Lynn J. Bisha, W2Bsn / Curator, AWA Museum
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Collins R-388 (51J-3) receiver.

National NC-140 receiver.



Jim Kreuzer picked up a large private col-
lection of assorted tubes from an estate in
the Buffalo area. It includes lighted cabinets
and documentation. We are determining a

suitable location to display it.
I am looking forward to the time when we

can return to a sense of normalcy, and con-
tinue the mission of the Museum.

MICHAEL C. MIGLIACCIO, N3HLM / First Deputy Director
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Since October 1, 2019 we have hosted
tours from the following groups (and

numbers of guests): Giving Tree Garden
Club (10), Keshequa Radio Club (10),
SUNY Geneseo (10), Perinton Men’s Club
(20), Fairport Day Services (17), home
schooled students (16), and Bloomfield El-
ementary School (57). Two motor coach
tours have already been scheduled for Fall,
one in September and the other in October.
Motor coach tours are ideal for the Museum,
both in terms of revenue generated and pub-
licity. Each motor coach tour provides us
with 50 potential advertisements for the
Museum as guests share their experiences
and photos with friends and family. 

AWA was a participant in a March 11,
2020 seminar sponsored by the Finger
Lakes Visitors Connection (FLVC), where
valuable information was presented by lead-
ers in the motor coach/tour group world.
FLVC has been immensely supportive of
the Museum. We hosted a visit by Tracey
Burkey of FLVC on February 17, 2020.
Like all Museum visitors, her response, as
well as that of her guests, was one of inde-
scribable awe. Our focus with any destina-
tion marketing organization, tour operator,
community group, guest organization or in-
dividual visitor is to project AWA as an ed-
ucational organization. 

Our Junior Historian and graduate of the
Radio Fab Lab classes, Maxx Manning, has

just received his ham license. He is now
working on his General Class license. AWA
members have stepped forward to act as
“Elmers.” Needless to say, they have done a
remarkable job. As a Junior Historian,
Maxx has chosen the phonograph and tele-
vision exhibits as his areas of interest. He
already has been “spliced into” regular 
Museum tours to present the material he re-
searched on his own. He is a fine young man
and both his family and our staff are very
proud of his accomplishments.

AWA successfully concluded the Winter
(Jan/Feb) 2020 Radio Fab Lab (STEM)
classes. “Waves” was a topic in these Tues-
day and Saturday classes, and I was privi-
leged to participate as an instructor along
with my gifted colleagues. These both were
large classes with 13 in each one. 

A “Notebook For AWA Museum Tour
Guides” was originally published by Bruce
Kelley in 1991. Since that time, a few such
handbooks compiled by other staff have
come to fruition. Joe Stoltz, in collaboration
with senior staff, has generously spent many
hours updating a guide/handbook that re-
flects our current needs. This publication
lists highlights of each exhibit and provides
guidelines for historians with respect to con-
ducting tours as well as opening and closing
the Museum. It remains a work in progress
and will assuredly be of great value to our
historians.

EDITOR’S NOTE

There will be no “From the Operations
Manager” column in this issue, as the

COVID-19 pandemic has made it necessary
to close the Museum. All museums in New

York State have been closed by order of the
Governor as part of the State’s social dis-
tancing actions.



The Original AWA-Amateur Radio
Connection

F
rom the organization’s beginning,
Amateur radio has played a pivotal
role in the development of the Antique

Wireless Association. At the start, Amateurs
were the driving force in the organization.
They came from the ranks of engineers, col-
lectors, experimenters, and those who sim-
ply loved the hobby. Everyone shared in
building the Museum and later participated
in the increasing activities of AWA, Inc.1

Through the decades, co-founder Bruce
Kelley, W2ICE and W2QCP/SK, and his
team collected anything of value for the
Museum that embodied the world of wire-
less. Ham radio equipment, publications
and memorabilia belonged to this mix,
ranging from early spark transmitters to
complete sets of publications from the Ham
world. This effort to collect every sort of
wireless-related equipment along with
technical and historic archives has spanned
more than sixty years. AWA has become a
premier resource in America for the archiv-
ing and display of the history of communi-
cations technology. Today, AWA members
and non-members alike continue to donate
items of good quality to the Museum. 

Ham Radio at the Annex

When the Museum threatened to burst its
walls in the old Academy Building in Bloom-
field, NY, a new storage facility, dubbed the
Annex, was built outside the village just off
Routes NY 5 and US 20 to accept the grow-
ing overflow of artifacts. Soon, a large square
loop antenna appeared atop four tall, recycled
telephone poles outside the large metal build-
ing, and the giant Millen AM transmitter was
put on the air—at 375 watts output power—

to link up AWA members. This had been the
personal transmitter of James Millen,
W1HRX, Chief Engineer and General Man-
ager of the National Company.2

Those who signed into the on-air evening
nets on 75 meters felt a special bond with
the organization and Museum. Collins
equipment was soon added to provide
Tuesday daytime radio contact on 20-meter
single-sideband. This equipment consisted
of a KWS-1 Transmitter, the 75A-4 Re-
ceiver and a 30S-1 Amplifier that could run
1000 watts DC input power.  

The homebrew antenna tuner was built
on a large piece of plywood and could be
seen hanging on the back wall just above
the Millen unit. The 600-ohm open wire
feed line went directly through the outside
wall and up, over 30 feet to the nearest an-
tenna corner feed point. In a word, the Ham
radio world connected many hundreds of
Hams to the AWA, and more than a few
transmitted from as far away as California. 

Bruce Kelley was an “Amateur’s Ama-

BY WILLIAM HOPKINS, AA2YV (EMAIL: WHOPKIN4@NAZ.EDU) AND JOE STOLTZ, K2AEI

The New Ham Radio Station 

at the Antique Wireless Museum

THE ITEM IN QUESTION
Spotlighting Noteworthy Artifacts From the Collection of The AWA Museum

Ed Gable, K2MP, AWA Curator at the
Annex with Collins equipment, tuner visible
on wall, early 2000s.
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teur.” Immediately after his passing, Cura-
tor Ed Gable, K2MP, arranged with
Bruce’s wife, Helen, to acquire Bruce’s
call, W2ICE, and have it transferred to the
newly formed Antique Wireless Associa-
tion Electronic Communications Museum
Club (AWAECM). Thus the Antique Wire-
less Association today has two distinct call
signs: W2ICE and W2AN.3

A New Museum and New Dreams for
a Station

The Ham station in the Annex was oper-
ated primarily by AWA Volunteer Staff. It
was not conceived for general AWA mem-
ber use. In 2013, the completed transfer of
major exhibits from the Academy Building
to the new Antique Wireless Museum
building naturally meant that a large, stand-
alone Ham station for general membership
use would now be possible. This, of course,
called for an enclosed and dedicated opera-
tion center. As for the rest of the Museum’s
best Ham radio artifacts, more than enough
equipment was available (both home-brew
and commercial) to populate two special
Amateur radio exhibit-only sections. What
yet remained to build was the dedicated
Amateur radio station.

The Decision to Build Had to Wait

Given the rapid-fire nature of the new chal-
lenges to consolidate the large AWA collec-
tion from its off-site storage facilities, a Ham
station would have to wait. At first, only half
of the Museum’s floor area was available for
exhibits. Several major private collections ar-
rived in quick sequence, and the Volunteer

staff found itself awash in aisles and aisles of
boxed artifacts stacked high on industrial
grade shelving, waiting to be processed. All
the while, upgrades to the Museum itself and
the building complex demanded attention.

The Voice of America (VOA) station
then arrived from Delano, California, and
the build-out into the still undeveloped Mu-
seum space to exhibit it assumed top prior-
ity. Two other major donations arrived: the
intact Western Union Telegraph station
from the Boston area; and the Max Bodmer
collection of European radios from Zurich,
Switzerland. At every turn, it was “all hands
on deck” for the growing Volunteer staff.
Completion of the All-Purpose Auditorium,
part of the future Theater space, concluded
Phase II of the Museum master plan. At
each milestone, AWA members from across
the world stepped up with their support to
make the Museum what it is today.  

Now, It’s Time to Build the Ham 
Station!

Today, Amateur operators and their fami-
lies make up a meaningful percentage of Mu-
seum visitors. Museum Historian Guides fre-
quently notice how some of these visitors
linger in the Ham radio sections, just to stand
in front of a Collins, Heathkit, Johnson, Ten
Tec, Hallicrafters, Hammarlund, Yaesu,
Kenwood, or Swan and let their minds wan-
der back to earlier days. Maybe they had that
very same piece of equipment, or perhaps
they always wanted a set that was too expen-
sive for their younger pocketbooks. Visiting
Hams always talk about Amateur radio. And
then they ask about a Museum Ham station. 
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AWA Ham Station floor plan drawing by Ron Roach, W2FUI.



The Board Acts: Phase II-A Gets
Rolling

After the installation of the VOA trans-
mitter exhibit, it was finally time to focus
on the new Ham Station. At a meeting of
the AWA Board of Trustees on May 8,
2016, Curator Bruce Roloson, W2BDR,
formally introduced the concept for a sta-
tion at the Museum. It was immediately ap-
parent that space limitations in the expand-
ing Museum called for a new strategy.

Operations Manager Ron Roach, W2FUI,
had been doing his homework for years. In
his November 6, 2016 Operations Report to
the Board, he presented a refined concept
along with a detailed plan for construction
of a separate station facility attached to the
east side of the Museum. As the AWA’s of-
ficial liaison to the Bloomfield Town Board,
Roach had already obtained the town’s en-
thusiastic approval for an added Ham station
facility at the Museum.  

Roach calculated the layout to fill the
space between the east side of the Museum
and the access road leading to the Bodmer
Library and Archives in Building 2. The
Amateur radio space would be 965 sq. ft. in
size and the much-needed Registrar’s Of-
fice would fill out the remaining 300 sq. ft.
on the rear (south) side. Users of the Ham
Station could enter either from inside the
Museum or through an outside door, thus
permitting radio operations when the Mu-
seum is closed. A contractor who had al-
ready done work for the Museum stepped
forward to work with Roach and produce a
more detailed architectural plan.

The Equipment

Roach worked with Bruce Roloson, then
Curator, and with his successor, Lynn
Bisha, W2BSN, to nail down important
construction specifics. The original design
was to provide operating positions dedi-
cated to the decades during which Amateur
radio made its greatest advances, beginning
with the 1930s. The sheer volume of avail-
able equipment along with space limita-
tions will certainly guide this plan.

Several initial radio operating positions
were laid out, the largest of which will ac-

commodate the Millen transmitter and its
National HRO receiver, both from the
1930s. Other planned station setups include
the military BC-610E transmitter and a
Collins 51J, or a BC-312 World War II re-
ceiver (representing the 40s), as well as the
military T-368 transmitter with a Collins
R388 receiver (from the 50s). An operating
desk will accompany each of these positions. 

A “receiver wall” of six to eight inter-
changeable receivers, connected to a non-
transmitting antenna system will offer sta-
tion users the chance to compare receiver
capabilities. Young radio enthusiasts can
also learn more about radio in general by
tuning the bands.  

One highlight of the equipment for AWA
members will be Arthur Wilson,
WA2JON/SK’s complete station setup, still
in the wooden desk he used in his home in
nearby Fairport, NY. Art was a longstand-

ing member of the AWA. Novices and
young Hams can operate this equipment
and see what a home hamshack looks like.

A “Contest” Station, Of Course

AWA members eager to operate the Ham
Station are solidly behind the idea of a con-
test station in the facility. Several pieces of
equipment have been identified. They in-
clude an Elecraft K3, a Yaesu FT1000MP,
a Kenwood TS2000, a TL922 linear ampli-
fier, and also an Alpha 77dx, the latter
being a part of the extensive Schaumleffel

Arthur Wilson, WA2JON/SK, longtime
AWA member, donated his station to the
Museum.
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It is a demonstration of enthusiasm and
commitment to the greater educational mis-
sion of the organization that Hams and non-
Hams alike are determined to make this
major step succeed. And nothing says that we
cannot give more than once to this project.  

All donors to the project will be honored
in alphabetical order on a plaque in the
Ham Station. Anonymous donations will be
so noted.  

The Museum’s Volunteers Do Their
Part To Get Ready

AWA leadership has recognized a three-
fold challenge for the Ham Station. First,
an architectural plan and cost study were
necessary. With plans in hand, the second
step could be taken: kickoff of the funding
drive to the wider community, foremost to
all AWA members. Third, Curator Lynn
Bisha and Museum Volunteers embarked
on a collection-and-repair strategy to get all
the radio equipment ready for installation
into the future Ham Shack.  

A crew of engineers, all of them mem-
bers of the Museum’s Volunteer staff, di-
vided up this work separately and in teams
to get the jobs done. Each Tuesday, while
other Volunteers were at work on jobs
across the Museum campus, they primarily
dedicated themselves to equipment prepa-
ration for the Ham Station. This work has
been both engrossing and intense, as de-
tailed in the following repair reports.

Al Schichler, WA2S, the receiver 

collection donation.  
The combined weight of these and other

operating positions, as well as the structure
itself, add up to almost twenty tons. A solid
building on a full concrete foundation will
be required.

The Antennas 

The Museum already owns two telescop-
ing antenna towers, rotators and a Moseley
TA-33 Yagi antenna for 20, 15 and 10 me-
ters. Plenty of space is available on the Mu-
seum campus to erect wire antennas for the
lower bands. Three military masts
(AB/621), each fifty feet high, will com-
pensate for a lack of tall trees on the AWA
complex grounds. 

Internet Connectivity

In all likelihood, AWA Members will be
eager to sit at the mike or key, even though
they may not live in the area. The Museum
has already successfully tested Internet
connectivity to modern transceivers. As the
Ham Station develops, more opportunities
to use the station can become available.  

Users of the Antique Wireless Ham Sta-
tion will follow a User’s Guide outlining
user checkout, procedures and etiquette.
One can think of operation guidelines sim-
ilar to those at the ARRL station in New-
ington, Connecticut. 

A Member-Driven Goal: An 
Impressive Commitment

AWA Members have always come
through to build the Museum and the orga-
nization.  Over the past ten years, individual
involvement and support for many projects
has been nothing short of remarkable.  

The Board of Trustees concurs with Di-
rector Bob Hobday that construction of the
Ham Station can begin once all of the fund-
ing is secured. The goal of $165K has al-
ready been funded in the amount of $121K,
an impressive sum.  

Many stepped up early in the fund drive. A
few larger donations arrived in the kick-off
stage, yet clearly the funding has significantly
increased through modest and medium-sized
support. Every dollar has counted.

Al Schichler, WA2S, in the AWA Tech Cen-
ter, aligning the Collins R388 receiver for
the Ham Station.
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ply for the modulator and final tube cir-
cuits. These circuits had used bias batteries
to control the zero drive plate currents. It
was thought prudent to isolate the exciter
stage from the final amplifier, so a new
power supply would have to be designed
and built to provide +750 VDC for the
RK20 driver and negative bias voltages for
the driver, modulator, and final stages.

By March the individual assemblies
could be removed from the racks for in-
spection. All tubes were tested and the
speech amplifier checked for operation.
Then the transmit exciter and driver chain
were powered up and verified. The HRO
receiver was tested and found to be in ex-
cellent working condition.

The plate power supply was altered by
the removal of the driver B+ dropping re-
sistor. A special purpose high voltage con-
nector was installed for the final and AM
modulator plate B+ wiring.  

In April a stand-alone power/bias supply
was constructed for the driver stage. All parts
came from the AWA Tech Center’s parts
room. The driver, modulator and final ampli-
fier chassis required thorough cleaning, espe-
cially the ceramic tube sockets and stand-offs.  

By May, the new exciter power supply
was completed and installed in the power
rack. It was time to locate the tubes for the
modulator and final. These had been spe-
cially packed away in the Bodmer Library
storage section. The type 851 modulator

specialist, has put many sets back into
shape, either for accession into the Museum
collection, to sell at auctions, or to prepare
them for service at the Ham Station. Al’s
most recent repair, the Collins R388 gen-
eral coverage receiver, will be paired up
with the T-368 AM transmitter. Al can be
seen topping up the RF section in a 3-
minute video on the AWA YouTube pages:
https://youtu.be/f8LffFAp7n0. He goes
about his work without comment.

The transmitter team consists of Joel

Kosoff, W3ZT, Rich Place, WB2JLR,
Peter Schuch, WB2UAQ, and Joe Stoltz,
K2AEI. More than two years ago they
began to focus on the two older and very
large transmitters, the military BC-610E
and James Millen’s transmitter. 

First, the Millen Pair (Transmitter
and HRO)

The personal transmitter of James Millen,
W1HRX, was given to the AWA Museum
in 1983. It was used by Millen and his Na-
tional Radio Company as a proving ground
for circuits and new National radio compo-
nents. Millen had this radio in his home.  An
article about it appeared in the December
1936 issue of QST. After its arrival at the
AWA Annex, it was finally put back on the
air by Bob Raide, W2ZM, and a group of
AWA Volunteers.4 The AWA published an
article about this transmitter/receiver pair in
the Old Timers’ Bulletin. Another article ap-
peared in Electric Radio magazine.5 After
more than nine years in storage, the Millen
station has been returned to operating con-
dition by our Museum Volunteers.6

— Work Begins —

In February 2019, the team pulled the
transmitter from its storage space in the
AWA Tech Center (Bldg. 3) to gain access
to both sides of the tall structure.7 Little doc-
umentation existed. All circuits were traced
and schematics drawn in CAD. This pro-
vided a baseline for the transmitter, as found,
which would also be valuable to future AWA
Volunteers to maintain it in good condition. 

The team made a list of the most impor-
tant repair issues. First was the power sup-

Joel Kosoff, W3ZT and Rich Place,
WB2JLR in the AWA Tech Center, building
a replacement power supply for the Millen
transmitter.
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mount DPU-97S supply was modified to
deliver the 6.3 V necessary for the filaments
on the National HRO receiver (also built
into the rack). With this change the DPU-
97S could power both the receiver and the
transmitter exciter, and the Type 697 power
supply from the 1994 restoration could be
eliminated. It was time to go on the air.

Daytime AM activity on 75 meters is a
rare commodity these days, but when the
team fired up the transmitter and a team
member sat down to the D104, Lynn
Rosenberg, N2IZX, in Rochester answered
the call. A favorable signal report was re-
ceived. Good news!

— Final Tasks —

In the 1994 restoration, Airdux stock was
used for the 80-meter coil assembly, and a
2-loop turn of high voltage wire closely
wound around it to couple to the antenna.
This had replaced the original 20-meter
plug-in coil.

The team made the decision to use a Bud
80-meter coil with adjustable link coupling
to optimize power output consistent with
full modulation. This assembly was found
in the Tech Center’s parts room and is from
the same era as the transmitter. Due to its
age, the Bud coil’s spacer bars were in poor
shape and had to be rebuilt. An adapter was
constructed to permit the coil to fit into
James Millen’s original output coil sockets.
The new inductor was a bit lower in value,

tubes are very rare. They are 17½ inches
long and 6½ inches in diameter. The 204A
final tubes are almost as large, at 14½
inches and 4 inches. (The original WE
251A final tubes measured even longer, at
21½ inches, but were replaced by the
204As in the 1994 restoration.) Just in case,
spare tubes were also located.

— Initial Power Up — 

The 80-meter exciter and driver stages
were powered up and analyzed for proper
operation and found to provide adequate
grid drive to the finals. With the modulator
off, the final amplifier stage was tuned up,
and about 300 watts carrier output obtained.
The filaments to the modulator were turned
on and B+ applied. Instead of using the
D104 microphone, an audio generator was
connected to check frequency response and
modulation characteristics, using an oscil-
loscope. The positive modulation en-
velopes were somewhat flattened with the
carrier power limited at about 300 watts.  

As a remedy, AC wiring to the driver and
plate supplies were separated, and then out-
put of 350 watts was obtained with close to
100% modulation. Prior to connecting the
new bias supplies, the plate idle currents
were checked under zero drive. Everything
checked out OK, but some negative bias was
supplied anyway as a measure to protect the
very rare output and modulator tubes. 

— On the Air! —

In June, the unused half of the rack-

Peter Schuch, WB2UAQ, documenting
wiring in the rear section of the Millen
transmitter.

Present Curator, Lynn Bisha, W2BSN, at
the James Millen Memorial Station in the
Annex, shortly before its removal to the
AWA Tech Center, 2010.
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pound transmitter was turned upside down
for the clean-out and replacement of some
high voltage wiring.

The team tested the BC-610E on 80 and
40 meters, since these were the two coils
available for operation. Additional coils
and tuning units for 20 and 160 meters will
greatly expand the transmitter’s range. The
team also experimented with an external
VFO. It will eliminate reliance on crystals
that originally determined the frequency.

In preparation for installation into the
new Ham Station, power and interface 

so it was padded with a 25-pF doorknob
style mica capacitor.

The entire transmitter system now sports
a 12-outlet distribution center to stabilize
the AC power mains. This circuitry in-
cludes separate on/off switches for the
modulator and final filament transformers,
which provide 40 amps of filament current
to the modulator and final stages. Any re-
maining questionable wiring was replaced.  

— A Little Smoke Test — 

Finally, the CRO monitor scope interface
required attention. Using the scope, an oper-
ator can monitor the rig’s modulation, either
in an envelope display or a trapezoidal pat-
tern. The interface design was the same as
used in the later Millen 90932 Monitor Os-
cilloscope. A pickup coil near the final out-
put coil couples through coaxial cable to the
resonant input circuit of the CRO, which is
peaked for maximum display on the scope.  

As the transmitter was powered up again
and the scope turned on, the power trans-
former in the CRO “failed in a cloud of
smoke.” It turned out that the transformer
in the CRO was not the original. A suitable
replacement was found from a Heathkit
HO-10 oscilloscope, and the CRO was
soon back in business. This too was docu-
mented in a CAD file.  

On February 15-16, 2020, the Millen
Memorial Station was back on the air for
the AWA’s AM QSO Party, and a total of
51 contacts were made. 

The US. Military BC-610E Transmitter

According to the date stamps on its en-
closure, the large BC-610E military trans-
mitter was built toward the end of 1945. The
AWA repair team began work on it in July
2017. At the time, it was more accessible
than the Millen in the Tech Center storage.

The first problem encountered was with
the antenna relay. It would occasionally arc
over and burn. A higher power Dow-Key
relay was installed and the team added an
internal 12-volt power supply to run it. An-
other problem was traced to a mouse nest
under the power supply, which caused
more arcing and blowing of fuses. The 425-

Peter Schuch and Joel Kosoff working on the
modulator deck of the BC-610E transmitter. 

The US. Military BC-610E transmitter in
the AWA Tech Center, ready for the move to
the new Ham Station.
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AWA membership to fulfill its mission, to
document the history of communications
technology through its world-class Museum
and to provide the very best in electronics
education to the public of all ages. Hands-on
interaction and demonstrations in the Ham
Station will help to fulfill both of these core
functions. This is our next step forward.

cables of sufficient length were fabricated
to provide flexibility of placement any-
where along the wall.

A test run was planned, using the BC-
610E for the 2019 AWA AM QSO Party,
but two problems surfaced right at the start.
First, the Astatic D104 microphone mal-
functioned. It was quickly repaired, but
then the overcurrent protection circuit
tripped on switching to transmit. Later, it
was determined that the antenna switch
timing was off. To fix this, the antenna
switching was modified again, this time
with a B&W 380 external switch that
solved the issue.

At a later date, the team would like to tie
the transmit/receive switching and speech
amplifier together with a JB-70 interface
box that was used in the original SCR-
399/499 configuration. Only minor wiring
and cleanup remain before the big move. 

The “Move-In”: Now It’s Up To Us

While COVID-19 has upset business as
usual, it cannot alter the challenge to the

AWA Director Bob Hobday, N2EVG oper-
ating the Millen transmitter during the AWA
AM QSO Party on February 16, 2020, from
within the AWA Tech Center.
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Editor’s Note: Donations to the Ham Shack Development fund may be made online at
https://antiquewireless.org/homepage/donate-on-line/, or mailed to: Ham Shack Development
Fund, Antique Wireless Association, P.O. Box 421, Bloomfield, NY 14469-0421.

REFERENCES:

1 Grateful acknowledgment for background information is here expressed to former AWA
Curators Ed Gable, W3MP, and Bruce Roloson, W2BDR, and Lynn Bisha, W2BSN,
the presently serving Curator.

2 James Millen, W1HRX, was Chief Engineer and General Manager of the National Com-
pany in Malden MA, and later of the James Millen Manufacturing Company (1939).
For articles on Millen, his transmitter and the companies, see:
http://www.isquare.com/millen/millen-page.htm; also see reprint of CQ Magazine, July
1967: David Plant “Design for Application. The Story of James Millen, W1HRX,” at:
https://www.qsl.net/jms/bio_rem/dfacq67.html. (NB. Websites listed here, active at time
of this article’s publication.)

3 Stanley Avery, WM3D, Treasurer of the AWA, is the license trustee for W2ICE.

4 http://www.isquare.com/millen/bio_rem/mmstn.html. 

5 OTB, Nov, 1994, vol. 35; Electric Radio, Jan. 1995, vol. 69.

6 On the transfer of the Millen transmitter and other artifacts to the new Museum complex,
see: AWA Journal, Jan. 2011, p. 17.

7 This description of the Millen rebuild taken from a detailed report by Joe Stoltz, AWA,
2020.



SILEnT KEyS

Long-time AWA member Gary B.
Schneider of Medina, Ohio passed

away at age 72 on March 12,
2020. He was born on April 11,
1947 in Strongsville, Ohio, held
an Associates Degree, and
served in the U.S. Army, where
he was promoted to Radar In-
structor, serving in this capacity
in 1966-1968.

Gary founded the monthly Antique
Radio Classified magazine and started his
own electronics business, Play Things of
the Past, where he remained as proprietor
until his death. If you attended any major
radio event, Gary was in the flea market
selling his unique blend of antique radio
parts and visiting with his friends. If you
needed any antique radio part, Gary was
the source and was always willing to offer
advice as well. He was well-known at
radio auctions, radio meets, and estate
sales, which he often attended with his

friends from AWA. Gary enjoyed travel-
ing and seeing the world, and took a mem-

orable radio trip to the UK and
Europe in 1989.

Gary was a man of few words,
but every single word was worth
listening to. He was a class act
and every radio collector should
learn from the way he conducted
business and treated his friends

and customers—even people he never met
or did business with. Gary was gracious,
had a heart of gold and truly loved all the
people he became close to. He also held a
special place in his heart for his cat Sammy
and his dog Joey.

Gary is survived by his wife of 21 years,
Randi (Cherconis) Schneider; and son,
Gary Schneider, Jr.

Dayton Hamvention and the AWA
Conference will never be the same with-
out Gary. He was very special and will be
missed.

This issue’s submission was prepared by David D. Kaiser, Editor and Robert Hobday. Please sub-

mit all information about members who have become Silent Keys to Charles S. Griffen, W1GYR,

400 Seabury Dr., Apt 4153, Bloomfield, CT 06002-2660, with a copy to David D. Kaiser, Editor,

375 Yarmouth Road, Rochester, NY 14610, e-mail: awajournaleditor@antiquewireless.org. Silent Key

notifications must confirm the person’s death by one of the following means: a letter from a family

member, a copy of a newspaper obituary notice, a copy of a death certificate, a letter from the

family lawyer or the executor or mail returned by the U.S. Postal Service marked “Deceased.”

GARY B. SCHNEIDER

We record the passing of the following

AWA member with deep regret.
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running. Any remaining bugs will be
worked out going forward. Special access
capability is planned for the membership. A
presentation of the Museum’s goals is nec-
essary to drive future donations. One new
online emphasis will be the Museum’s li-
brary and archives as destinations for histo-
rians and younger technology enthusiasts.  

Gift memberships are now available.
AWA members are encouraged to support
friends and acquaintances with initial one-

year memberships.  
Ron Roach presented the Operations Re-

port. Rockwool insulation has been added
to the first floor ceiling in the artifact stor-
age area of the Conference Center (Bldg. 4)
to serve as a significant fire retardant. Fund-
ing for the project came from an anonymous
donation.  

The Board meeting adjourned at 1:44 p.m.
Respectfully submitted by William L.

Hopkins, Secretary.

SUMMARY OF MINUTES, cont. from page 13



television sets both mechanical and elec-
tronic.” After an introductory chapter,
Adams leads with two chapters, one of
which is entitled “Television Arrives:
Gernsback Says So.” Gernsback, using his
publishing empire, announced to his read-
ership in the editorial of the second issue of
his new journal, Television, dated July
1928: “Television IS Here.” Adams gives
an overview of Gernsback publications that
carried the news of television to amateurs
and experimenters, who constituted much
of its readership.   

We learn that while Radio News carried
some articles about television even before
1927, it was in the summer of 1927 when
Gernsback created a new book entitled
Television–Including Experiments. Gerns-
back later characterized this book as the
first issue of his new journal, Television,
which was actually written in the form of a
book with eight chapters and 116 pages—
not unlike this book by CHRS, which was
written as a book but is also Volume 38,
Number 3 of the CHRS journal. In fact, the
cover of CHRS’s new book, which appears
in the accompanying figure, contains the
front cover of Gernsback’s Television
book. 

Gernsback’s publication Television was
short-lived, with only a second edition
(Vol. 1, No. 2) of 32 pages published on
July 16, 1928. Gernsback had planned to
make this publication a weekly magazine,
but that did not happen. So, what could be
learned from this last issue of Television?
Mike Adams answered that question as fol-
lows: “It shows the experimenter how to
construct the basic scanning disc television.
It was the crystal set of television, and if

ERIC WENAAS, P.O. BOX 676028, RANCHO SANTA FE, CA 92067 
E-MAIL: ERIC@CHEZWENAAS.COM

BOOKS AND
LITERATURE

Books to be reviewed in this column should be sent directly to Eric Wenaas at the address above.
After review, all such books become a permanent part of The AWA Library, which is available to
members for browsing and research.

Journal of the California Historical
Radio Society–Special Edition: Televi-
sion, edited by Richard Watts. Published
2019 by California Historical Radio Soci-
ety. Pages: 140; 8½ 5 11 inches. Approxi-
mately 400 photos, images, and schematics,
the majority of which are in color. Paper-
back, $18.95.

The California Historical Radio Society
(CHRS) recently announced the publica-
tion of its first full-length book, California
Historical Radio Society Journal–Special
Edition: Television, although it also ap-
pears to be a special third edition of its jour-
nal, normally published only twice a year.
According to the title page, the book title is
Journal of the California Historical Radio
Society–Special Edition: Television, but the
cover has the designation of a journal:
“Volume 38, Number 3.” Whether it is a
journal or a book, this publication is actu-
ally a compendium of articles consisting of
25 chapters on separate topics dealing with
the development of television, which is
written by nine authors and edited by
Richard Watts, who is also the editor of the
CHRS journal. The nine authors are
Richard Watts, Mike Adams, Tom R. Al-
brecht, Malcom Baird, Donald G. Godfrey,
John Staples, Bart Lee, Tom Bonomo, and
Gilles Vrignaud. A few of these chapters
were published as articles in previous is-
sues of the CHRS journal.

CHRS Board Chairman Mike Adams de-
scribes the book as “a compendium of
everything you wanted to know about the
television, with stories of invention, includ-
ing biographies of Jenkins, Baird, and
Farnsworth, to experimental work by our
members, to restoration and collection of
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you were near large East Coast city, it was
possible to receive the occasional and hap-
hazardly-scheduled experimental broad-
casts.” Mike Adams provides several
schematics and drawings of such a set from
the second issue of Television, and you,
dear reader, can see the entire second issue
of Television at www.americanradiohis-
tory.com/Archive-Television-News/Tele-
vision-1928-07.pdf. Adams goes on to talk
about other Gernsback publications on tele-
vision, the most notable of these being
Gernsback’s follow-on publication entitled
Television News, a bimonthly publication
beginning with the March-April 1928 issue.
This magazine was folded into Radio News
in March 1933, which in turn became Radio
& Television News in August 1948.

Several other noted authors contributed
interesting and informative chapters on early
television pioneers. The first is Donald God-
frey, who wrote two chapters in the CHRS
book summarizing the life works and visions
of two American television pioneers,
Charles F. Jenkins and Philo T. Farnsworth
respectively. Godfrey’s synopses are based
on two of his notable and well-received
books entitled C. Francis Jenkins, Pioneer
of Film and Television and Philo T.
Farnsworth, the Father of Television. I gave
high marks to C. Francis Jenkins, Pioneer
of Film and Television in a book review pub-
lished in the Spring 2018 issue of the AWA
Journal. Godfrey’s synopsis in the CHRS
book, complete with 47 references, is very
good, very complete, and yet is very easy to
read. I give equally high marks to this syn-
opsis. While I have not yet read Godfrey’s
book on Farnsworth, his synopsis of
Farnsworth’s life in the CHRS book is also
excellent, although there are no references—
a minor point. Based on his previous works,
I can safely recommend Godfrey’s book,
Philo T. Farnsworth, the Father of Televi-
sion, even without reading it.

Another noted author contributing to the
CHRS book is Malcom Baird, son of the
Scottish television pioneer, John Logie
Baird. Malcom Baird also writes an excel-
lent synopsis of John Logie Baird’s contri-
butions to the development of early 
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Photo of an actual copy of Gernsback’s
book. There are three differences from the
one appearing on the front cover of the
CHRS book. See if you can spot them.

Front cover of CHRS book, featuring an
image of the front cover of Gernsback’s
Television book.



television. Among John Logie Baird’s
achievements were being the first in the
world to publically demonstrate a working
mechanical television in 1926, and the first
to demonstrate a mechanical color televi-
sion in 1928. To round out the biographies
on television pioneers, editor and author
Richard Watts provides a short biography
of Allen B. Du Mont, whose company, 
Du Mont, “had the distinction of being the
first company to market a commercial all-
electronic home television, the model 180.”
Of course, Watts provides much more in-
formation on Du Mont’s contributions to
television than that. 

John Staples, the most prolific of the nine
authors of this book, wrote 10 of the 25
chapters. His articles represent a tour de
force in hands-on work exemplified by the
design and construction of a model spin-
ning disk television and a model icono-
scope, both intended to demonstrate the op-
erating principles of mechanical and elec-
tronic television respectively; also included
in his tour de force are restoration projects
for three television sets and two WWII
bomber cameras using iconoscopes. Truly
amazing! In checking out his credentials, I
found he designs and builds particle accel-
erators at Laurence Berkeley National
Labs. It makes perfect sense. 

Staples’ experimental mechanical televi-

sion receiver that caught my eye consisted
of a 12-inch wheel with a spiral of 30 holes,
a light source that is modulated by the video
signals, a motor that drives the wheel, and
a source of video to modulate the light. As
a source of video to drive his mechanical
reproducer, he used several recordings of
signals from experimental television trans-
missions made in the 1920s that survived
to this day. He shows three examples of im-
ages generated from these transmitted sig-
nals, which were used as an input to his re-
ceiver. Very clever! John Staples follows
this presentation with a short primer on
how analog television using a spinning disk
works. In a similar vein, Richard Watts de-
scribes the design and fabrication of a
model of mirror screw mechanical televi-
sion, a project also intended to demonstrate
the operating principle of this mechanical
television technology.  

Author John Staples writes several chap-
ters on the introduction of color into televi-
sion. Color came to television in 1928 when
John Logie Baird demonstrated a mechanical
color television system by inserted colored
filters into his mechanical scanner. His sys-
tem was crude, but it worked, and it set the
standard for all mechanical schemes to come.  

Color television began to mature after
WWII, at which time CBS and RCA be-
came the two leading competitors for a
practical system. CBS was promoting its
Field-Sequential Color System that used a
color filter wheel rotating at 1440 rpm in
front of a monochrome picture. This tube
produced a monochrome display of the red
content of an image when the red filter
passed in front of the tube, followed by the
blue image with the blue filter, and then the
green image with green filter. The viewer’s
eye blended these rapid sequential images
into a quality color picture. The negative at-
tributes of this system included a smaller
screen, lower brightness—and worst of all,
it was incompatible with millions of black
and white televisions then in use. RCA was
promoting an all-electronic system using
the tri-color picture tube that was compati-
ble with black-and-white TVs. The RCA
system still needed more development 
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Rear view of Staples’ experimental mechan-
ical television reproducer, which uses a re-
cycled LP record for the spinning disk.



over time. And he provides many more
technical details that will be of interest to
color television enthusiasts.

If you thumb through the book, you will
find a multitude of color photographs of
older TV sets, both B&W and color—many
of which are in the CHRS collection and
some of which are operational. The oldest
TV set in the CHRS collection is a mechan-
ical set manufactured by Western Televi-
sion, identified as the Visionette dating to
1929. The most expensive set is said to be
a 1946 GE 901 projection TV, with a com-
plete entertainment center consisting of
AM, FM, short wave, a phonograph, and a
TV with 13 channels. There are no less than
16 color images of both the exterior and in-
terior of this set. The CHRS collection also
includes the first color TV set offered by
Heathkit and an iconic Philco Predicta. A
number of the operational sets are on the
CHRS video distribution system, which it-
self is described in some detail by author
Gilles Vrignaud. There also are many pho-
tos of television that were featured at vari-
ous annual meetings of TV collectors and
enthusiasts between 2014 and 2019. 

This book is a treasure chest of informa-
tion on televisions, and I highly recommend
it, particularly to AWA members that have
any interest in television. It is informative,
easy to read, and readily available from
Amazon for $18.95.

before it would be ready for introduction
while the CBS system was ready to go, and
CBS was seeking approval.

The author describes the competition be-
tween the two companies to secure the stan-
dard for color television from the National
Television Standards Committee (NTSC).
The CBS system was first adopted in Octo-
ber 1950, even though the CBS scanning
system was incompatible with exiting
B&W television sets, and adopting the CBS
system as the standard would have instantly
rendered millions of these sets obsolete.
The CBS system was formally abandoned
in October 1951, and the B&W-compatible
RCA system was finally approved on De-
cember 17, 1953. The first national broad-
cast using the RCA color system took place
at the Rose Bowl on January 1, 1954.

While this story can be found in many
places, what is different about John Staples’
story is the technical details he provides.
For example, he says the conceptual break-
through for the RCA color system was the
fact that the eye is less sensitive to small
patches of color than for large patches. He
points out that full resolution of colors was
not required for an acceptable image, so
that information content in the color signals
could be reduced to meet the limited band-
pass requirement that been defined by the
NTSC. He goes on to describe how the
color matrix for the RGB signals evolved
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his equipment displays at AWA Confer-
ences. He is married to Rita and lives in
Townsend, Massachusetts. 

ROBERT LOZIER, KD4HSH
New Method for Cleaning Atwater-Kent
Breadboard Tags

For over 53 years Robert E. Lozier, Jr.
has been a collector and amateur historian
of radio broadcast receivers and related
items. He enjoys preparing radio equipment
for exhibition while also documenting the
hardware and methods employed for con-
servation and restoration. Robert’s “Moon-

light Restorations Seminar” has become a
perennial favorite at AWA Conferences.
Some of his work has appeared in the pages
of the AWA Review, Radio Age, The BVWS
Bulletin, NZVRS Bulletin and the Italian
magazine Antique Radio. Robert retired in
2012 after a lifetime career in the industrial
engineering departments of electronic in-
strumentation and control manufacturers
until their closings. His final 13 years before
retirement were spent at a small contract en-
gineering firm as Compliance Testing Pro-
gram Engineer and 3D Electromechanical
Design Engineer. In recent years Robert has
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FOR SALE — GENERAL

Capacitors—paper in oil (PIO) and very
high voltage ceramic. Some new, most are
used, none leaking. PIO caps .5, 1, and 2
uF @ 330VAC/400VDC or 600VDC $1.00
each; 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, or 10 uF @ 600/1000
VDC $2.50; .001-15 uF (1500V+) quoted
on request. Shipping extra. Email or call 
me with your needs. Bill Tomkiewicz, 
Tel. (585) 889-1208 or email at inter1@
rochester.rr.com.

RBL-5 Low Frequency Military Radio,
Navy model number CNA-46161-B. 7 tubes.
Covers 15 KHz (Kc) – 600 KHz (Kc) in 6
bands. Receives voice and CW signals.
Heavy, approximately 70-75 pounds. Re-
quires external antenna and speaker, not in-

Old-time ads are free to members collecting and restoring equipment
for personal use. The AWA Journal classified ads are also available
for browsing in the “AWA Journal Online Edition” on our Internet
website (www.antiquewireless.org). Please observe the following:

(1) include as SASE if acknowledgement is desired; (2) material
must be more than 25 years old and related to electronic com-
munications; (3) give your full name, address and zip code; (4)

repeats require another notice (we are not organized to repeat automatically); (5) the AWA
is not responsible for any transaction; and (6) we retain the right to reduce an ad’s size if
over seven lines. Email all ads to: David D. Kaiser, Editor at: awajournaleditor@

antiquewireless.org or send mail to David D. Kaiser at 375 Yarmouth Road, Rochester, NY 14610.

cluded. Works well. $150. John Zima, 1360
Reed Road, Churchville, NY 14428, email:
jfz_rhy@yahoo.com

WANTED — GENERAL

Brown Bros. CSA and “MTL” model Morse
keys; any BBMC literature, advertisements,
scans, photocopies. Robert Baumann,
WVØZ, 1985 South Cape Way, Lakewood,
CO 80227. Tel. 303-988-2089, email:
WVØZ@ARRL.net.

Needed, a good 23" color CRT from a tube-
type TV, will consider other close size, origi-
nal type was a 23VAQP22. For restoration of
my Heathkit GR-200 TV. Mike Koscak,    605
Loomis St., Westfield, MA 01085. Tel: (413)
562 1950. Email: WA1MTZ@localnet.com.

CLASSIFIED ADS

become aware of the nearly complete loss
of pre-1935 battery artifacts. These items
are absolutely necessary for the operation of
a large percentage of receivers that are so
prized in collections today. He now spends
a significant portion of his spare time in cre-
ating museum grade replicas and making his
recreated graphics and construction meth-
ods available gratis on his website
http://kd4hsh.homestead.com.

JOE STOLTZ, K2AEI
The Item in Question: The New Ham Radio
Station at the Antique Wireless Museum

Joe Stoltz, K2AEI was born in
Tonawanda, NY and retired from Harris
Corporation in December 2016 after a 40-
year career in the design and manufacture
of radio communications equipment. Prior
to his employment at Harris, Joe worked as
a technician, then as an engineer at GTE
Sylvania’s television design facility in
Batavia, NY. He joined the AWA Museum
staff in 2017, and has assisted with restora-
tion of both the Millen Rig and the BC-610
transmitter. Joe also has provided assistance
to AWA’s “Fab Lab” classes. 



CHRIS ALBERTSON (1931-2019)
Although Chris Albertson was a major

figure in the broadcast industry, having
served as general manager of Pacifica
Radio’s WBAI in New York in 1964, he
will be best remembered for his contribu-
tion to jazz historiography, especially relat-
ing to jazz singer Bessie Smith. 

Albertson was born in Reykjavik, Ice-
land in 1931. His father abandoned the fam-
ily when Chris was less than a year old and
his mother remarried three times. He
moved around as a youth—being educated
in Iceland, Denmark and England. In 1955
he returned to Iceland where he became a
disc jockey for Armed Forces Radio at 
Keflavik Air Base. But a defining moment
for him had occurred eight years earlier
when he first heard Bessie Smith on a tinny
radio and was smitten with her voice. This
sparked a lifelong interest in American
Black jazz, and he began his education by
borrowing books on this subject from the
United States Information Service Library. 

After two years with Armed Forces
radio, he migrated to the United States and
worked for two Philadelphia radio stations,
WCAU (a CBS affiliate) and WHAT-FM,
a 24-hour jazz station. He not only spun
discs but also conducted interviews, includ-
ing one with the jazz saxophonist Lester
Young. This is regarded as being one of
only two interviews in existence with the
jazz legend. 

Leaving Philadelphia in the 1960s, Al-
bertson moved to New York and became a
producer for Riverside Records, where he
managed to record the final sessions of jazz
pianist Meade Lux Lewis playing with
blues vocalist Ida Cox. He also supervised
the production of Riverside’s 1961 Living
Legends album series of jazz greats. 

Albertson’s most famous project had its
origins in 1959 when he got in touch with
John Hayes Hammond, the Columbia
Records jazz producer. He wanted to inter-
est Hammond in releasing records of gui-
tarist Lonnie Johnson and banjo player
Elmer Snowden. No deal was made but
they remained in touch and nearly a decade
later Albertson succeeded in getting Ham-
mond to release a group of recordings that
Bessie Smith had made in the early 1930s,
which included such favorites as “T’aint
Nobody’s Bizness If I Do.” Among her ac-
companists were Louis Armstrong on cor-
net and Fletcher Henderson on piano. In all,
ten LPs of Smith’s work were produced.

Following his 1968 appointment by
Hammond as producer of the project, 
Albertson continued his research, produc-
ing a biography Bessie in 1972. He is
known for refuting a long-held but apoc-
ryphal scenario about her 1937 death—that
following an automobile accident in Mis-
sissippi, an ambulance brought the severely
injured Smith to a “whites only” hospital
where she was refused treatment and died. 

Albertson interviewed a white man, Dr.
Hugh Smith, who had been on his way to a
fishing trip and came upon the accident. Dr.
Smith stopped to treat Bessie and his own car
was then struck by one driven by a white cou-
ple. Two ambulances arrived; one took the
white couple to a white hospital and the other
took Smith to a black hospital where she died
from her injuries. Bessie is regarded as the
definitive biography of the singer and re-
ceived high praise from jazz expert Leonard
Feather in a Los Angeles Times review.

After leaving WBAI, Albertson spent
years as a critic for Stereo Review as well
as DownBeat Magazine. Little has been
publicized about his personal life. He was

RECENT RADIO-RELATED
OBITUARIES
COMPILED BY A. DAVID WUNSCH
111 LOUISE ROAD, BELMONT, MA 02478-3968
adwunsch@gmail.com

Note: When known, the date of death is indicated in parenthesis.
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known to be in poor health was found dead
in his New York apartment by a friend on
April 24, 2019.

BARRY FARBER (1930-2020)
Barry Farber was a long-serving radio

talk show host whose politics placed him
solidly on the political right. Nevertheless,
his provocative manner once managed to
offend the “queen” of right-wing intellec-
tuals, writer and philosopher Ayn Rand. In-
terviewing her in the 1960s, he said to her
“Ms. Rand, let’s pretend I am a student of
your philosophy of Objectivism and you be
the teacher and give me a grade when I de-
scribe Objectivism.” She snapped back at
him “Nobody else describes Objectivism
when I am around.” And she walked out. 

Born in Baltimore to left-leaning Jewish
parents, Farber was nevertheless firmly
right-wing, both in his broadcast interview
programs and in his politics. In 1977 he ran
for Mayor of New York on the Conservative
ticket, and did respectably well compared to
the Republican candidate, who also lost. Ed
Koch, a Democrat, was the winner. 

Farber’s family moved to Greensboro,
North Carolina when he was five. His fa-
ther manufactured the Jay-Ray Sportwear
Line and his mother helped with the busi-
ness while raising their children. A lan-
guage prodigy, by age 14 he had learned
Mandarin Chinese and subsequently be-
came fluent in a number of other languages
including Finnish, Norwegian, and Korean.
He attended the University of North Car-
olina, entered the Army in 1952 and moved
to New York in 1957. 

At the scene of a bus accident in the city,
he got into a conversation with a passerby,
William Safire. Although later known as a
New York Times political columnist, at the
time Safire was working as producer of the
radio show “Tex and Jinx,” hosted by Tex
McCrary and Jinx Falkenberg. Safire hired
Farber to help produce the show, which was
broadcast on WNBC from the Waldorf-As-
toria Hotel. Farber scored something of a
coup when he convinced comedian Bob
Hope to be a guest. In 1959 he substituted
for McCrary and interviewed Martin Luther

King. Despite his conservatism, Farber was
a proponent of civil rights, stemming from
the injustices he had seen as a youth in the
segregated South. By 1960 he had moved
to New York’s WINS with his “Barry Far-
ber’s Open Mike”—the only talk show on
a rock ‘n’ roll station. He went on the air
late at night, at 11 p.m., and this set the pat-
tern for his later work. In 1962 he had an
evening talk show on New York’s WOR,
where became an all-night host in 1967.
Farber’s distinctive Southern drawl set him
apart from other broadcasters in the city.  

He left radio for a time to pursue politics
and run for Mayor of New York but re-
turned to broadcasting, hosting an after-
noon drive-time talk show on New York’s
WMCA, which ended when that station
adopted an all-Christian format. In the
1990s he became part of a small group of
broadcasting affiliates that created a talk
show network called Daynet, which is re-
garded as the start of talk radio syndication.
These arrangements enable talk show pro-
grams that, for example, originate in
Boston or New York to be heard and en-
gage listeners in the Mid-West. 

Farber was inducted into the Radio Hall
of Fame in 2014. At the time of his death,
he had been a talk radio host longer than
anyone in American broadcast history. He
died on Wednesday May 6, 2020, the day
after he had spoken on CRN digital talk
radio from his 90th birthday party. 

In his obituary, the New York Times de-
scribed a fascinating interview Farber
spoke of having with Alfred Hitchcock:

“I asked him to figure out a way in which
a radio interviewer might murder a famous
film director of mysteries with only the two
of them in a studio. Hitchcock looked about
the studio and said meaningfully, ‘He might
be bored to death.’ ”

Farber was married twice. He is survived
by his second wife, who shared his digital
talk radio show with him, two daughters
and a grandson. 

HENRY GELLER (1924-2020)
If you listened to “Dragnet” on the radio

in the days before your family had a 
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television set, here is a pop quiz: who was
the sponsor? There are two answers and I
will give you one: Chesterfield Cigarettes.
If you think you know the other you can
drop me an e-mail. 

You probably cannot remember the last
time you experienced an advertisement for
cigarettes on radio or TV. These ads 
ended when on April 1, 1970 President
Richard Nixon signed the Public Health
Cigarette Smoking Act, which had been
passed by Congress in 1969. This law took
effect at midnight on January 2, 1971, and
banned cigarette ads from airing on televi-
sion and radio. The man who gets much of
the credit wasn’t a politician, but was Henry
Geller, who, as General Counsel to the FCC
during the Johnson administration, did
much to promote the legal foundation lead-
ing to this act of the Government. 

In 1966 John Banzaf, a recent graduate
of Columbia Law School, wrote a letter to
the FCC in which he observed that although
print cigarette advertising and cigarette
boxes were required to mention the dire
health effects of smoking, no such message
was affixed to radio and TV advertising.
His letter maintained that the “Fairness
Doctrine,” then in effect for political mes-
sages, would require that stations be
obliged to broadcast, free of charge, an anti-
smoking message to counter the effects of
each tobacco ad. 

Geller received the letter and agreed with
its thesis. The proposal made station own-
ers and tobacco companies nervous, not
wanting to see anti-smoking groups treated
to free airtime with potentially unnerving
messages. The upshot was that Congress
passed legislation banning cigarette adver-
tising on radio and television. 

While at the FCC in the 1960s, Geller
provided the legal basis for preventing
broadcasters from discriminating in em-
ployment on the basis of race. He also
forced cable broadcasters to subsidize edu-
cational broadcasting. During the Carter
administration he served as the first head of
the National Telecommunications and In-
formation Administration, an organization
founded to be the face of the administra-

tion’s broadcast policy. 
Readers may recall that, as presidential

candidates, Nixon and Kennedy famously
held four televised debates but that there
were no such candidate debates held as part
of the next three presidential elections. The
networks were told that, under the FCC
“Fairness Doctrine,” any number of minor
candidates would have to be given equal
time. Geller changed the FCC’s view, ar-
guing that coverage of the debates was tan-
tamount to airing a news story—thus the
Fairness Doctrine did not apply. The upshot
was that the debates returned for 1976, 
although by then Geller had left the FCC. 

Geller was born in February, 1924 to 
Jewish immigrant parents. His father was a
home builder and his mother a homemaker.
He graduated from the University of Michi-
gan at age 19 with a degree in chemistry and
then served with the U.S. Army in the Pa-
cific. In 1949 he graduated second in his
Northwestern Law School class, and then
went to work for the FCC. He died of cancer
on April 7, 2020, and is survived by his wife
Judith Foelak, three children, and a grandson.

RONAN O’RAHILLY (1940-2020)
Ronan O’Rahilly has already taken his

place among legendary outlaw folk heroes.
Like Jesse James, his story has made it into
the movies. The 2009 British film Pirate
Radio (released in the UK as The Boat That
Rocked), starring Phillip Seymour Hoff-
man, is a fictionalized story, set in 1966 and
inspired by O’Rahilly’s pirate radio station.
O’Rahilly had trouble-making in his DNA.
His grandfather, Michael O’Rahilly, was
part of the 1916 Easter Rebellion seeking
Irish independence; an Irish Republican
hero, he was killed by British soldiers.

Ronan’s métier, pirate radio, is a medium
now made almost obsolete by the Internet.
But for decades he was the bane of the BBC
and the British government as he broadcast
popular music from several ships in inter-
national waters. Radio Caroline, as his sta-
tion was known, was intended to feed a
need of a largely British audience of young
people who found that the BBC (called
Auntie because of its prim, conservative



image) produced a stale and boring menu
of popular music. 

Aodogann Ronan O’Rahilly was born in
Dublin, in May 1940, into a wealthy Irish
family. His mother, Marion O’Connor, an
American, came from an affluent Irish fam-
ily and his father was a successful business-
man who sold building supplies and had
enough means to once own a private port in
Ireland, a fact that was to later help his ship-
owning son. Leaving Dublin at age 17,
Ronan settled in London and at first sup-
ported himself by checking coats but
quickly moved on to manage his own music
club called The Scene, where the Rolling
Stones once performed. He also managed
various performers, and, angered by the
BBC’s refusal to air a record by one of his
people, resolved to run his own unlicensed
radio station—emulating Dutch and Scan-
dinavians who had led the way. He found
funding with a number of wealthy business
contacts and a newspaper publisher. 

Coming on the air in 1964 from aboard
the MV Caroline, while moored in interna-
tional waters east of Essex, England, the
station’s commercials provided a lucrative
revenue stream. With 20 million listeners,
its 24-hour-a-day diet of top 40 singles
found a willing audience of young people,
and took in thousands of pounds in spon-
sors’ money. Ironically, O’Rahilly suffered
from seasickness, which prevented him
from being the actual disc jockey. His sta-
tion was so successful that he added a sec-
ond vessel in 1965, the Mi Amigo, which
gave even better coverage. 

Parliament was not amused by this ven-
ture and in 1967 passed the Marine Of-
fenses Act. This Act made it illegal to pay

a pirate station for commercials, or to pro-
vide any services to one, thus starving the
station of cash and supplies, and making the
DJs into outlaws. Because of a debt to
Dutch suppliers, the government of the
Netherlands towed away both ships. The
Lady Caroline (named apparently by
O’Rahilly for Caroline Kennedy—he loved
the Kennedys) was sold for scrap.
O’Rahilly later managed to reacquire the
Amigo, and his persona as outlaw really
took off. At this point, the station’s DJs
were mostly unpaid and used assumed
names to avoid the law. In 1980 the ship
sank, but all five DJs on board were res-
cued. O’Rahilly acquired a new vessel—a
German trawler, which he named the Ross
Revenge in honor of his pal, author Ian
Ross who had written O’Rahilly into a
novel. The vessel ran aground in 1991 on
the coast of Kent and this was the end of
O’Rahilly’s pirate career, but he found
other vocations—managing rock bands and
actors. The British sometimes glorify their
rogues in the fullness of time—think of
Guy Fawkes. In 2007 O’Rahilly was made
a Fellow of the British Radio Academy,
whose mission is “the encouragement,
recognition and promotion of excellence in
UK broadcasting and audio production.”

In 1993 O’Rahilly married model
Catherine Hamilton-Davies. They sepa-
rated but never divorced. She survives him
as does his longtime girlfriend Rocha
Trindade. He died of vascular dementia in
a Dublin nursing home on April 20, 2020.

Sources

TV News Check, Huffington Post, Talk-
ers Magazine, New York Times, Wikipedia.
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S
ignor Guglielmo Marconi, the emi-
nent inventor, was instrumental in
first introducing wireless from Eu-

rope to North America at the beginning of
the 20th century. The author’s article
“Origination–Wireless Comes to Amer-
ica,” which appeared in the Autumn 2019
AWA Journal, relates the progression of
this accomplishment. This sequel details
some unique aspects of the saga.

The radio station of which we speak no
longer exists and very little evidence re-
mains of its prowess. However, consider-
able history exists of this facility, which par-
ticipated in the most significant wireless
event of the early 20th century and con-
vinced the world of the value of wireless. 

As the 20th century dawned, The Mar-
coni Wireless Telegraph Company of
America (known as American Marconi)
proceeded with the next major step in the
creation of the transatlantic leg of the Com-
pany-envisioned global wireless network.

The small initial stations in the United
States were to be augmented by a major
transoceanic station on the East coast. It
would complete a triangle with the existing
station at Poldhu, England and another new
installation at Glace Bay, Breton Island,
Nova Scotia.

The Cape Cod peninsula in the state of
Massachusetts was an excellent site for the
location of this new complex. The ocean
bluffs near the town of South Wellfleet of-
fered an unobstructed oceanic sweep to the
east—a direct path to Europe and to the
mariners on the Atlantic and its fringes.

The Atlantic side of the hook-shaped
Cape’s north-south elbow was comprised

BY MICHAEL W. MARINARO,  WN1M • EMAIL: WN1M@MSN.COM

Epilogue – Wireless Bridges the Atlantic

THE FIRST CENTURY
WIRELESS AND AMATEUR RADIO HISTORY

Publicity photo of Guglielmo Marconi pos-
ing with his early radio apparatus. Spark
transmitter is on left, coherer receiver on
right. Cape Cod map.



of sand cliffs of varying heights running for
about 40 miles. Midway, a path from town,
that would come to be known as “Wireless
Road,” cleaved the dunes, giving way to a
flat plateau about 200 feet from the cliff
edge and about 40 feet above the sea. $240
purchased eight acres of the plateau. It was
here that the station buildings and antennas
were to be located.

Materials for construction of the station
arrived at the town of Wellfleet’s docks and
railroad station. Transport to the site was
achieved over a town road connecting to a
sand trail between the dunes. The loads
were borne by horse-drawn wagons. Horses
also were used to power construction lifting
devices and tools. With use, the sand trail
was widened and gravel was added.

The essence of the station was contained
in three buildings, the power house, the
transmitter house, and the headquarters
building. Foundations for these buildings
and for the individual pieces of heavy ap-
paratus within were cast from poured con-

crete. As technology advanced beyond
1902 the apparatus contained in the first
two buildings changed only modestly. 

The initial wireless apparatus was ele-
mentary, and so it remained. Power was
generated by a 100 HP kerosene fueled en-
gine belted to a 50 kilowatt, 60 cycle gen-
erator, which in turn energized a 50 kilo-
watt, non-synchronous spark. As technol-
ogy sped forward to the vacuum tube and
transmission of continuous wave (CW) sig-
nals, CC/MCC (and the first WCC) contin-
ued to keep the airwaves alive with the
unique buzz of its spark signals at 200 kilo-
cycles or 1500 meters.  

The initial installation was spectacular.
Masts supported an array of wire shaped as

an inverted cone terminating at the top of
the transmitter building. Twenty masts, each
200 feet high, were situated in a 200-foot
circle. Each mast consisted of three sections
spliced together in military style. Each mast
was set in concrete and was guyed both to
the ground and to the other masts, creating
an enormous maze. 

The world was experiencing the transi-
tion from sail to mechanically powered ma-
rine propulsion. The station constructors
had the good fortune to find local sailors
who were adept at the intricacies of sailing
ship rigging to string this elaborate arrange-
ment. However, a difference of opinion
arose between the riggers and the designers.
The design engineers specified that the
masts be guyed one to another. The sailors
recommended that the masts each be guyed
independently. The engineers prevailed and
the entire structure collapsed upon itself in
an early gale before the station was opera-
tional. The designing of a replacement an-
tenna support system delayed the project but

resulted in a superior, enduring
system duplicated at other instal-
lations. Ironically, an identical
mast arrangement at Poldhu had
been leveled by a gale several
weeks earlier. 

Four towers were set in place,
one at each corner of a 200 foot
square backing on the cliff edge.
Each tower was composed of

wooden components bolted together to
form a square structure 210 feet high, ta-
pering from 20 feet wide at the base to eight
feet at the top. The towers were embedded
in concrete and the mariner riggers ran a
system of steel guy wires featuring the new
concepts of isolation sections and strain in-
sulators. At the time, it obviously was of no
great concern to the engineers that the base
of the farthest tower was a mere 165 feet
from the cliff edge. 

The four towers of the first Marconi
Transatlantic Wireless station, painted red,
were clearly visible for quite a distance
above the flat terrain of Cape Cod. The lo-
cals called the site “Marconi Towers,” al-
though to the wireless world it was known
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initially by its call letters as CC, later MCC,
and finally WCC. The towers afforded the
opportunity to experiment with various 
antenna configurations. Radiomen were be-
coming aware of the characteristics of hor-
izontal versus vertical wave polarization,
and directivity. The final set up at CC was
an omni-directional “Z” design. This was
consistent with the evolved principal mis-
sion of the station—service as a wide-range
press broadcaster. 

From its inception in 1902 the
station’s signals were received
well, both over the Atlantic and in
Europe. In February of 1903,
American Marconi announced
the occurrence of a momentous
event—likely the most significant
of the decade. Messages had been
exchanged between CC and the
sister station at Poldhu. This mis-
takenly became identified as Mar-
coni’s first wireless crossing of
the Atlantic. 

Although engaged in handling ship-to-
shore traffic, the station emerged primarily
as a press broadcaster. Daily content was
received by direct telegraph from the New
York Times, in New York City and punched
into transmission tape. The news was then
broadcast on schedule, at the same time
every evening, to those listeners utilizing
receivers leased from the Marconi Com-
pany. Schedules were likewise maintained
for the reception of westbound press from
the London Times. The station was in 

service for more than 15 years.
The progress of this endeavor was fol-

lowed by the periodic vacationers to the
area and of course, the operators. Some as-
pects of their observations have survived.
Of particular interest are the contemporary
accounts of Frederick Parsons who recalled
the site before the station was created and
the QST journal articles of Irving Vermilya,
W1ZE. Irving was the last manager of the
station before moving on to the succeeding
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U.S. Park Service rendition of the station.

WCC—Receiving antennas at Chatham. 

WCC—Transmitting antennas at Chatham.

WCC—“Timed Spark” transmitter at
Chatham.



WCC site nearby at Chatham and Marion,
Massachusetts at the elbow of the Cape.
The transmitting and receiving facilities
were located separately, at distant loca-
tions, to permit “duplex” operation—unob-
structed simultaneous operations.

Irving was a legendary pioneer Amateur
Radio operator known as “VN” in the early
days of spark, and was the first licensed
Amateur operator in the United States. As a
professional he was the last of the managers

of “Olde WCC,” managed the succeeding
RCA WCC complex at Chatham, and had a
successful career in commercial broadcast. 

Accounts describe the operation of the
station as a spectacle. Irving describes it as
follows in the February 1942 QST article,
“Wireless Cape Cod”:

We ran 30 kilowatts on that old spark,
and the noise from the old gap was terrific.
The flashes from the spark were blinding.
We worked in a sound proof room. The
flash from the spark could be heard and
seen a mile or more from the building. The
radiation from ‘that baby’ was 50 amperes
to the antenna. Everything that was loose
was throbbing with the
code.

Indeed, a “sound proof
room” was built on one
side of the transmitter
building to isolate the op-
erators. It had a door with
a glass pane to observe
the spark and housed the
receiving apparatus and
switching devices. The
pump handle of the key

protruded into the space, permitting the op-
erator to interrupt the secondary of the key-
ing relay. The operator’s stool was insu-
lated. Most traffic was sent on perforated
tape, however the shore-to-ship traffic was
manually keyed at a limited 16 words per
minute. The “normal” speed was 30 words
per minute. 

The station operations began at early
evening, every hour, for 45-minute intervals
with the 15-minute interval for cooling! 

This is how Irving described the
demise of CC in the February 1920 QST,
“The Passing of Old WCC”:

None other than the U.S. Navy ac-
quired the station from Marconi and in-
stead of using it, they entirely dismantled
it. Yes, right to the ground…all that re-
mains are the buildings. Every article
was positively taken out and junked. The
engines, generators, batteries, d.c. ma-
chines, lathe, transformers, etc.—even

the door knobs taken off and the water
pipes pulled up out of the ground. The tow-
ers are all down—given away for the wood
to the men that took them down.

Except for sporadic wartime military
training activity or the passing of the occa-
sional hiker the site remained dormant in the
grasp of nature as the wind and surf sculp-
tured the cliffs. Historians and wireless en-
thusiasts however, recognized the signifi-
cance of the location. In 1953, a bronze
plaque was placed at the site. Control of the
site reverted the National Park Service, and
by 1974 an exhibit shelter was erected con-
taining a scale model of the station and a re-
cently created bronze bust of Marconi. But,
nature’s relentless action continued and on
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Irving Vermilya QSL card.

Spark is King!



July 23, 2013 the shelter was removed 
before it fell over the eroding cliff. The con-
tents were moved to the nearby Park Head-
quarters building.

My recent inquiries produced this re-
sponse from the National Park Service staff
at the site:

Most of the remains of the station are
gone. Remnants of foundations are likely
still under the sand or have already eroded
out of the bluff—half of the original site is
now eroded away by the ocean.

2 of the 4 tower concrete bases can occa-
sionally be seen at very low tide on the
beach at the waterline. The other 2
tower bases still on dry land on top
of the bluff are buried by sand. A
few small bits of tower support
structures are around on the site for
display purposes.  

There are a handful of items at
park Headquarters on display, and
there are a few Marconi related items
on display at Salt Pond Visitor Cen-
ter. There are no additional plans to
display anything else at this point.  

The park does periodic talks at
the site, and we offer a 12-minute
movie, etc.…We also host an annual
Marconi Day with ham operators commu-
nicating from the site all over the world in
January to commemorate the 1903 over-
seas transmission.

The work of Frederick A. Parsons speaks
for itself. Originally licensed as 2ABM, Fred
also managed the South Wellfleet station
from 1912 to approximately 1918 and went
on to manage the WCC transmitting facility
at Marion, Massachusetts. In addition to his
writing he built the model of the CC station
which was the centerpiece of the pavilion-
protected display on the site sand cliffs. 

Fred’s book, Wireless Road, is an ac-
count of the station site and environs before
and after demolition. Never published, the
original typewritten manuscript has been
preserved in the ARRL Heritage Museum,
Vintage Book Library. This book along
with Parsons’ survey of early wireless tow-
ers, Tall Towers is available electronically
by request to the ARRL Historian.

Both Irving and Fred were early amateur
radio licensees who appeared in circa-1910
listings and directories. Irving claimed to
be the first one licensed based on his testing
date. They both lived history and made the
history of wireless in the United States.

Nature reigns and the wind and sea pre-
vail but the memory of Marconi lives. And,
so it is with the most historic wireless
memorial on the continent! 
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Pavilion before removal, tower remnants in
foreground.

Frederick A. Parsons QSL card.

Cliff erosion has claimed the Marconi Site.
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AMATEUR RADIO
EDITED BY JOE FELL, W3GMS, EMAIL: JOSEPHFELL@VERIZON.NET

Bruce Kelley Memorial 1929 CW QSO Party 

Announcement and Results for the Linc Cundall Memorial

CW Contest and AM QSO Party

By Joe Fell, W3GMS 

I
think we have wrapped up the AWA
“On Air” season in great style! Even
though our calendar year is not over, I

have always considered the AWA “On Air”
season as starting with the Bruce Kelley
Memorial CW Party in November and con-
cluding with the John Rollins event in
March. We have a long 7-month dry spell,
but that can be put to good use by building
and debugging gear so it’s ready for the
next AWA “On Air” event season.    

All of our “On Air” events are gaining in
popularity. We already reported that the
Bruce Kelley event showed a 57% higher
QSO count, along with 37% more logs re-
ceived, as compared to the previous year.
The Linc Cundall event produced 10%
more logs received than the previous year.
The AM QSO Party received 30% more
logs than last year. I am sure the stats for
the John Rollins event will be equally im-
pressive, especially with AM phone opera-
tion being added as an option. Once again,
we need to talk up our “On Air” events—
they should not be the best kept secret in
town! Again, I want to give a big thank you
to Ray at Electric Radio for publishing our
event announcements and results. With the

new AWA website, the Amateur Radio
portion is easier than ever to navigate. Our
webmaster Richard Neidich has been a
pleasure to work with on the “On Air” por-
tion of the site.   

For this November’s Bruce Kelley event,
20 meters has been added. It should be lots
of fun getting a decent signal on 20M with
a self-excited oscillator. I think that a
MOPA would be my choice. In this issue,
Dave, WB7WHG has all the event details
in his Bruce Kelley announcement.  

Ron, W8ACR did a great job assuming
his newly appointed role as event coordina-
tor for the AM QSO Party. In addition to
being the event coordinator, he operated as
W2AN from North Dakota. W2AN was
also operated from the AWA Museum this
year! They had a great signal and it was so
good to hear the James Millen Memorial
transmitter back on the air. Big things are
happening with the AWA Museum and
Amateur Radio with the planned dedicated
Ham Shack addition, including stations set
up and ready to operate. If you have not
contributed to this yet, please considering
doing so. See the AWA website for details,
and how to donate.

Linc Cundall Event: John, N2BE: 528,
Mike, KB0HXL: 365, Steve, WA8UEG:
204, W1ZB: 198 and Gary, W8PU and Joe,
W3GMS: both 168.
Note: W2AN operating from the AWA Mu-
seum earned 66 points with a Lysco trans-
mitter. 

AM QSO Party: WA8UEG: 313, W1ZB:

72, W1AW: 70, W3GMS: 69, N2BE: 64
Note: W2AN operated by W8ACR scored
181 points while W2AN from the AWA Mu-
seum scored 51 points using the James
Millen Memorial Transmitter. 

An administrative request for this col-
umn—when you send a picture of your sta-
tion for possible publication, please send it
in uncompressed standard JPG/JPEG 

Congratulations to Our Top 5 Winners for the Linc Cundall and 
AM QSO Party Events (Score Follows Call Sign)



The Bruce Kelley 1929 QSO Party is an
annual AWA-sponsored event in which

participants either have acquired or have
built their own transmitters using designs,
techniques, and tubes available in 1929 or
earlier. Straight Keys or Bugs should be
used. Non-AWA members with 1929 or
earlier style rigs are welcome to join in! All
AWA “On Air” events are open to every-
one, member or not. Rig building informa-
tion is available at www.antiquewireless.org.
Search for “Bruce Kelley.” The objective is
to contact as many other 1929 stations as
possible. Since we use early designs, it is a
cacophony of whooping, chirping, buzzing,
clicking, drifting, swishing, swaying, war-
bling, and other interesting signals. This is
what Ham Radio sounded like in 1929 and
for two weekends in November, it’s 1929
again on the Ham Bands! The 1929 QSO
Party was started in 1991 and was champi-
oned for several years by AWA co-founder
Bruce Kelley, W2ICE.

Special Event Station W2ICE: This
year, our Special Event Station, W2ICE,
will again be on the air! Stations complet-
ing a 1929 QSO with W2ICE can get a spe-
cial QSL card by sending a QSL card of
their W2ICE contact along with an SASE,
to Ed Gable c/o AWA Museum, P.O. Box
421, Bloomfield, NY 14469-0421. 

New This Year: The 20 Meter band has
been added this year to allow more long-
distance contacts. I’m using a new email
address this year, but the old one will also
work. Finally, the log submission deadline
has been moved forward to December 20,
2020. Particularly with the 20 meter band
being added, we strongly encourage
emailed logs, if possible, using the Bruce
Kelley Log as a Word doc, or a text-file log
with the contacts listed in the same order as
the AWA doc—please contact me if you

have questions.
Dates: Sat. Nov. 7 2300 UTC to Sun.

Nov. 8 2300 UTC, and Sat. Nov. 14 2300
UTC to Sun. Nov. 15 2300 UTC.

Bands: 160, 80, 40 and 20 Meters
Objective: Contact as many 1929 sta-

tions as possible. Contact exchange con-
sists of RST, Name, QTH (example, ME,
MN or NY), last two digits of the year of
the transmitter design or publication, such
as 29, 27, 23 or pick a year if you’re not
sure, type of transmitter such as TNT,
TPTG, MOPA or COLPITTS and the input
power such as 6W or 25W. Those partici-
pants who use a 1929-era Regen receiver
for a majority of their contacts, along with
their ’29-era transmitter will be recognized
in the results listing. A ’29-era Regen Re-
ceiver would utilize 1929 or earlier tubes,
and would have a Regen detector with one
or two audio stages.

Rules: To be scored, transmitters must
be 1929 or earlier types of self-excited os-
cillators such as the Hartley, TNT, TPTG,
MOPA, Colpitts, etc. No crystal oscillators.
Tubes must have been available during or
before 1929. Typical tubes often used are
Type 10, 45, 27, 211, 71A, 01A. Individual
stations can be worked only once on each
band over the course of two weekends. You
can use any vintage or modern receiver that
you wish. The event is open to all 1929 and
earlier stations, AWA member or not. You
can submit your greatest miles-per-watt
number, (i.e. 500 Miles, 2 Watts Input
Power, equals 250 MPW). Enter your high-
est miles-per-watt contact, using Input
Power, on the bottom of the log form, if you
wish. There will be an Honorable Mention
for the greatest MPW contact. If you used a
1929 Regen Receiver for a majority of your
contacts, mention that at the bottom of your
log form. 
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format, as an attachment to your email.
Please do not embed your photo into the text
of your email or documents.  

As always, I deeply appreciate all the
hard work our event coordinators do, and
now on to their reports!  

The Bruce Kelley Memorial QSO Party for 2020

By Dave Parker, WB7WHG



Input Power: Transmitters are limited to
a power INPUT of 25 Watts or less. Note
that this is INPUT power. Power input is
calculated by multiplying PA plate voltage
x total PA plate current. Example: my plate
voltage is 300 VDC, and plate current is 30
mA, so total input power is 300 x 0.030 = 9
Watts Input. Don’t forget, the power limit

is 25 Watts Input.

Frequencies: The QSO Party typically
operates between 1800 to 1810 KC, 3555 to
3570 KC, 7100 to 7125 KC, and 14060 to
14070 KC. 40 Meters works well because it
offers both nighttime AND daytime propa-
gation!

Logs: Please submit your log (using
UTC!) so we can see who you worked and
acknowledge your effort. Logs must be in
UTC time, and be in the 1929 QSO Party
log format to be scored. 

The total number of contacts should be
shown on the last page (28 contacts per
page). Each page should have totals, per
band, for that page. You can list the grand to-
tals on the last page. If you are making a
LOT of contacts, you could use one page per
band. Mark pages as 1 of 2, 2 of 2, etc. An
official 1929 log sheet (a Word document)
will be available for download from the
AWA website, or I can mail a printed one to
you if you don’t have a computer. If you can
email a filled-in Word document to me, that
will help a lot! Another option can be a Text
document, with the fields in the correct

order. As a last resort, a scanned paper log.
My email address is wb7whg@arrl.net. I
will acknowledge receipt of all email logs.
For mail-in logs, if you include your email
address, I will acknowledge receipt. If you
don’t have email and mail in a paper log,
please include an SASE if you want an ac-
knowledgment. My mail address is Dave
Parker, 1107 NW 15th St., Bend, OR 97703,
and my phone number is 608-515-3466.

Photos and Soapbox Comments:
Please email me your soapbox comments
and photos along with your log. Please
don’t embed your station photos or Soap-
box comments into your log sheet. Use a
separate JPG/JPEG file for each station pic-
ture. High resolution photos are required
for the AWA website and AWA Journal.
Preferably, Soapbox comments are best
sent as a doc or compatible file.

Scoring: Remember that contacts with
modern or high-power stations do not
count. If you are contacted by a modern or
high-power station, be polite, mention the
AWA QSO Party and point them to the web
page for more information, then move on,
or have a QSO with them if you wish. Scor-
ing is simple, just add up the number of 
legitimate 1929 QSOs that you had. The re-
sults will be published in the AWA Journal,
AWA website, AWA Facebook page and
Electric Radio. This year’s deadline for
logs is December 20, 2020.

73, Dave WB7WHG
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AWA 2020 Linc Cundall Memorial CW Contest Report

By Tim Walker, W1GIG (Edited by Joe, W3GMS)

The Linc Cundall Memorial CW Contest
took place on January 8-9 and January

11-12. The bands were mixed according to
reports from our contestants. We have re-
ceived 31 logs per our latest count, up from
28 logs received last year. About 85% of the
calls were on 80M, (best guess) and only
three OPs tried 160M, including Tom
Moates, KN4RRQ, a newcomer using his
160M Hartley. He will be heard on more
bands next year as he continues to build his
station. There were quite a few reports of

working new visitors to our group. John,
N2BE got a card from a new Ham in Canada
that we may hear more from in the future.

Scores: Congratulations to John, N2BE
from Sandyston NJ. John has a history of
winning a lot of our AWA “On Air” events.
This year John earned 528 points! Second
place at 365 went to Mike Horn, KB0HXL
from MN. The next was Steve Fetter,
WA8UEG, who earned a 204 points. Steve
is a near neighbor of AWA member and for-
mer Director Bill Fizette, W2DGB. This
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LINC CUNDALL 2020 SCORECARD

District Call Transmitter Qth 40m 80m 160m Total

W1 W1ZB TX ARC-5s @ 50W, 80 & 40 MA 63 135 0 198

W1 NE1S Collins 310B @ 45 & 30 W ME 45 117 0 162

W1 KK1K TX, BC-457 @ 40 W, BC-348 VT 0 153 0 153

W1 NV1X EICO 723 @ 50 W, NC-101X VT 6 12 0 18

W2 N2BE 46 Meissner SS EX, HQ-120 X NJ 192 336 0 528

W2 W2AO Harvey Wells TBS-50 @ 25 W NY 0 156 0 156

W2 AA2YV TENTEC Omni-D, Hali S-22R NY 64 40 0 104

W2 W2AN LYSCO 600, Kenwood 590’s NY 30 24 12 66

W3 WA8UEG H.W. TBS 50 @ 25W HQ140X PA 0 204 0 204

W3 W3GMS 1929 TNT @ 10 W PA 0 168 0 168

W3 W3BYM 2E26 Quad 75 W, Hali SX-71 MD 63 81 0 144

W3 WK3A 29 HARTLEY @ 10 W SB303 MD 0 104 0 104

W3 K9VKY AN/PRC-1 @ 30, C 310-B3@ 18 PA 18 72 0 90

W3 W3FJJ Collins TCS-12, HQ-129-X DE 0 63 0 63

W3 W2DGB 29 TNT @ 8W, DRAKE 2-A PA 0 32 0 32

W3 AF3Z DX-60 @ 8W, HR-10 PA 9 15 0 24

W3 WA3JJT 29 HARTLEY @ 17 W, SW-3 PA 0 12 0 12

W4 AK4JA HOMEBREW @ 20W GA 72 48 0 120

W4 KB2PLW HB6L6 @ 8 W, TS-120S @100 FL 12 16 0 28

W4 KN4RRQ 1929 HB HARTLEY @ 20 W VA 0 0 8 8

W4 N4UJ JOHNSON RANGER @ 70W GA 0 3 0 3

W7 WB2AWQ MIL. WHSE. GO-9 @ 75 W NV 81 0 0 81

W7 WB7WHG ARC-5 @ 50 W IC-7200 OR 46 14 0 60

W8 W8PU 29 TGTP/15 W, 39 6L6 /20 W OH 60 108 0 168

W8 K9HF ARC-5 @45 W, CCT-55210/45 OH 36 108 0 144

W0 KB0HXL 29 MOPA @ 25 & 70 W MN 101 252 12 365

W0 W0PWE 29 HARTLEY @ 9 W LA 40 24 0 64

W0 W0VLZ HB 47 TO 46’S @ 20 W MN 24 12 0 36

W0 K0PK 37 MOPA @ 60 W FT2000 MN 0 30 0 30

W0 KB0ROB 29 MOPAs (2) @ 60 W EACH MN 0 12 0 12

VE VE3AWA 29 TPTG @ 20W ONT 0 72 0 72

was Steve’s first year operating the event.
Keep your eyes on his scores as he contin-
ues to operate in these AWA events!   

A word to the wise about scoring! I spot-
ted and corrected the point scores on many
logs where OPs didn’t understand that you
multiply the contents of columns one and
two to get the points per contact, not add

them. The next common error was to use the

point score of the person that they were con-
tacted by. Unlike some of our other AWA
“On Air” events, the point per contact is
from the equipment of your own station. It
is variable, since many OPs use more than
one transmitter (or receiver) during the con-
test.

73, and CU on the bands, (I hope)
Tim, W1GIG
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John, N2BE
John’s Soapbox comments summarized by
Tim, W1GIG. John did well and used an old
time RX and TX at low power to his advan-
tage, to get the most points per QSO. John
told us that his Meissner Signal Shifter EX
had only 4.1 Watts measured output on 80M
and 7.2 Watts on 40M.

Tim, W1GIG
In January of last year, I moved with my
wife from a house on a pond with a 160M di-
pole to an antenna restricted condo to make
room in the house for our daughter and her
husband. I have tried a number of attic an-
tennas, but none worked at all, as we are too
low and too close to the neighbors. Frustrat-
ing, but that is the price one pays for a resi-
dence that is an excellent fit for all our other
needs. I hope to sneak some
wire into the trees outside with
a friend. Meanwhile, I have
arranged with a nearby Ham to
get on the AM QSO party this
weekend.

Steve, WA8UEG
Great event, Lots of fun even
though I couldn’t spend as
much time as I would have
liked to. Looking forward to

the upcoming AM QSO Party.

Joe, W3GMS
Really enjoyed the event and found condi-
tions at my QTH good. My Harvey Wells
TBS-50 developed a problem, so I put my
1929 TNT into service and it worked well
running 10 watts. I thought the activity was
good for this event.  

Miscellaneous OP comments as 
summarized by Tim, W1GIG
A few other OPs sent only brief remarks
saying that they had a great time with the
rest of us antiques and would be back next
year. The logs came from a good mix of fa-
miliar calls and the gang of folks from far-
away places who put in hours to make a few
contacts. Thank you all, gentlemen!  

Neil, W0VLC has a fine Linc Cundall Memorial CW Station.

2020 AWA AM QSO Party Results

By Ron Skipper, W8ACR

The 2020 AWA AM QSO Party was held
on February 15th and 16th. This is an

annual operating event to promote the use of
the amplitude modulation mode on the 160,
80, 40, and 20 meter bands. This year, 32
stations submitted logs, including one DX
log from Europe. There were two flagship
stations using the callsign W2AN. One of
these flagship stations was operating from
the AWA headquarters in Bloomfield, New
York, using the James Millen memorial sta-

tion. The other flagship station was Ron,
W8ACR operating from Knox, North
Dakota.

This year’s runaway winner was
WA8UEG with a score of 313. The top five
finishers were rounded out by W1ZB (72),
W1AW (70), W3GMS (69), and N2BE (64).
W1AW was piloted ably by WB1GCM. 
75 meters seemed to be the most popular
band overall, followed by 20 meters, 40 
meters and 160 meters. Conditions were
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2020 AWA AM QSO PARTY LOG SUMMARY

District Call Trans/Rcvr/Pwr Qth 20m 40m 80m 160M W2AN Total

W1 KB1EHE Yaesu FTdx3000 25W CT 0 0 16 0 0 16

W1 NE1S HB Tube PWM 100W ME 0 0 15 0 10 25
RX-SX-28

W1 WA1KPD Flex 5000A & AL82 ME 0 0 18 0 10 28
150W

W1 W1IZZ Flex 6500 & Elecraft MA 30 0 2 0 10 42
KPA500-100W

W1 W1AW Gates BC1T &Flex CT 0 0 57 3 10 70
5000C - 375W
TX, Valiant - 120W
RX, NC303

W1 W1ZB HB 810x805 350W MA 20 0 32 0 20 72
SX17
HT37-25W & 75A4

W2 KC2NVG Yaesu FTdx9000 50W NY 5 0 2 0 0 7

W2 W2AO KNWD TS480HX 50W NY 0 0 12 0 0 12

W2 AC2VE Icom 7300 24W NY 5 0 0 0 10 15

W2 KD2OM Flex6600M 100W NY 10 0 4 0 10 24

W2 WA2MER Millen 90800 Drake
L7 @200W-SX28 NJ 0 0 16 0 10 26

W2 N2BE Harvey WellsTBS50D NJ 10 8 26 0 20 64
18W-HQ120 (20M)
GlobeChamp150/BC
779A-80W(40M)
Heath DX-100-100W
R388 (160M)

W3 KC3CIB Yaesu FT101E 100W PA 0 0 40 0 0 40

pretty good for 20 meter daylight operation,
but of course, 20 meters was not usable after
dark. 160 meters suffered from atmospheric
noise, and 40 meters had the ever present
broadcast station QRM issue. So overall, I
would say that conditions were adequate, but
not excellent.

The equipment used covered the spec-
trum of just about all types of gear capable
of AM communication. Vintage commer-
cially manufactured transmitters and re-
ceivers were common, as were modern
transceivers. Homebrew transmitters, in-
cluding modern solid state Class E trans-
mitters were also heard. SDR equipment
also gave a good showing. W1AW was run-
ning a Gates BC1T broadcast unit on 75 me-

ters, which drew a lot of interest.
Other notes of interest: N2BE (QTH - NJ)

was using a Harvey-Wells TBS-50 on 20
meters running 18 watts. At that power
level, he was able to connect with
KA7WOC near Seattle, and also W2AN in
North Dakota. N2BE’s “newest” equipment
was manufactured in 1956. His station con-
sisted of the Harvey Wells, an HQ-120, a
Globe Champ 150, a DX-100, a Collins R-
388, and a BC-779. M0XLT checked in
from the UK running an Icom 706 at 20
Watts. He was able to make one QSO each
on 80, 40, and 20 meters. 

Thank you to all the stations who made
this another successful AWA operating
event. See you next February!
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W3 AF3Z DX60,HR10 -50W PA 0 0 40 0 10 50

W3 WF1L Johnson Viking 1 DE 0 0 44 0 10 54
90W & HQ170A

W3 W2DGB KNWD TS570S-24W PA 0 0 45 0 10 55

W3 W3GMS DX60 & Drake 2B PA 0 0 57 2 10 69
20W, Ranger II &
Amp 350W

W3 WA8UEG DX60B/HQ140X/22W PA 215 0 88 0 10 313
DX60B/HQ140X
AL1200 90W
DX60B & AL1200
1000W - HQ140X

W4 W4GON HB 6L6 & 6146 TN 0 6 0 0 0 6
SB200 100W NC173

W4 K4RT Heath Apache 100W VA 0 8 8 0 0 16
NC173

W4 KD4UMU Flex3000 HF2500 KY 5 0 3 4 10 22
375W & Viking
Valiant – 125W
HQ150

W5 KI0R 25W TX 5 3 0 0 0 8

W5 WE5TR 600W TX 10 0 0 0 0 10

W5 WA0VSW Drake TR4 90W TX 15 0 0 0 10 25

W7 NF7R Heath Apache 125W NV 5 2 1 0 10 18

W8 WA8RVD Millen 812x811-190W OH 0 0 1 0 10 11
SP400X

W8 AC8FL CE 100V & Elecraft MI 25 0 0 0 0 25
KX3/30W

W9 WB9HFK Icom 7300 25W IL 0 4 4 0 0 8

W9 KC9HFR HB 20M ClassE175W WI 5 1 7 0 0 13
HB 40M ClassE200W
HB 80M ClassE300W
RX Alinco R8
HB class E

DX M0XLT Icom 706 20W UK 5 3 3 0 0 11

W2 W2AN Millen Memorial TX NY 0 0 51 0 0 51
Flagship 300W, Millen HRO
AWA
Museum

W0 W2AN HB 254Wx811A ND 180 1 0 0 0 181
Flagship SP600/250W
W8ACR

District Call Trans/Rcvr/Pwr Qth 20m 40m 80m 160M W2AN Total
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2020 AWA AM QSO Party Soapbox Comments

W2AN (K2AEI)
Operating on 80M, we used James Millen’s
personal station from the AWA Campus in
Bloomfield, NY. This transmitter uses an
851 modulator/204 final and original HRO
receiver. In case you hadn’t heard, last year
we pulled the Millen station out of storage,
cleaned/dusted it off and put it back on the
air. We expect to have it on the air on a
weekly basis as part of the PM AM net and
other activities. It is quite an experience to
operate the station.

KD2OM
Not many QSOs, but it was fun. At the start
I didn’t realize that W2AN wasn’t only 5
miles from my house.

WB1GCM
Had fun with the AWA AM QSO party! As
usual, the Gates BC-1T drew a large crowd
to the frequency. The W1AW call sign had
something to do with that. It was great hear-
ing James Millen’s 1936 era transmitter on
the air!

W3GMS
Lots of fun chatting with all those great AM
signals this year. It appeared to me that the
activity was up compared to last year. I
started out with my Novice station utilizing

my DX-60. With limited power, I went
QRO with my Johnson Ranger driving a
pair of 3-500Zs. Good to see 160M alive
and well with AM QSO Party activity.

WA8RVD
I only made one contact as part of the party,
but it was a great one for me! I worked
W2AN at the very start on Saturday with
the James Millen Memorial station. I was
on my James Millen transmitter: 90801 ex-
citer, 90881 PA (812s), 90831 mod/speech
amp driving a homebrew modulator
(811As), homebrew power supplies, 90903
scope, and 90711 VFO. This was a real thrill
for me! Thanks to the AWA for doing this!

NE1S
I’ve attached my meager summary for the
2020 AWA AM QSO party. My actual
radio operating time was limited. I finally
was able to get on the air for the PM AM net
Sunday afternoon and had exchanges with
15 stations there, plus W2AN.

W1ZB
Attached is my log for the AWA AM QSO
Party. I had a great time working you in the
event on 20M AM. Also worked W2AN on
75 meters so nabbed both flagship stations.
40M and 160M had little activity this year
for some reason, probably due to propaga-
tion. I always enjoy operating in the AWA
amateur events and hearing familiar 
stations.

WA8UEG
20 meters was long most of the event, but I
was patient and waited for good propaga-
tion in North America and sure enough I
had a few hours of the band being open to
Texas, Louisiana, Florida, etc. and was able
to rack up some points running my DX-60
into a AL-1200 amp generating a KW.
More than a dozen stations said it was their
first time on AM, but would dedicate more
of their on air time to AM. Great time…
Great Event.

Jim, AF3Z used this station during the AWA
AM QSO Party. Jim started out using the
DX-60B and HR-10B many years ago, dur-
ing his Novice days. 
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T
his year we celebrate the 70th an-
niversary of color television. On Oc-
tober 11, 1950, after months of hear-

ings, tests and demonstrations, the FCC se-
lected and authorized the word’s first
broadcast standard for color TV. Since then
we have all come to enjoy and even take for
granted the natural-looking images that our
TV sets display, thanks to the whirling
color wheel.

Well, we might have, anyway. The sys-
tem the FCC chose was that put forward by
CBS: a field-sequential red-green-blue
method developed by Dr. Peter Goldmark
over the preceding ten years. The CBS
color system had been impressing the FCC
since a 1940 demonstration had nearly di-
verted their attention from the then-urgent
issue of authorizing commercial television
broadcasting. 

Peter C. Goldmark was a Hungarian-born
engineer, educated in Berlin and 
Vienna, who became interested in television
as a graduate student in 1926. He immi-
grated to the U.S. and joined CBS in 1936,
becoming the company’s chief television

engineer. After seeing the Technicolor
movie Gone With The Wind, he devoted
himself to creating color television, and had
a working prototype by the fall of 1940. A
spinning disk of color filter segments in
front of the camera tube and another much
larger disk in front of the receiver CRT pro-
duced good results and became the defining
characteristic of the apparatus.

Of course, color television had already
been invented more than ten years earlier:
Scottish television pioneer John Logie
Baird had patented his mechanically
scanned color system in 1928. It used a
three-spiral Nipkow scanning disk, with
red, green, and blue filters over the succes-
sive spirals. With only 24 scanning lines,
the field-sequential color images were quite
crude, but viewers were suitably impressed.

Baird and Goldmark were adapting the
color techniques developed for still and
movie film to television. The first experi-
ments with color photography had been
made in the 1850s, by exposing three glass
plate negatives in succession through color
filters. Attempts at three-color movie film
(three separate simultaneous film strips ex-
posed, and projected, through color filters)
were made around 1902, but the cost and
complexity of this method rendered it im-
practical. A two-color sequential system
called Kinemacolor debuted in 1909, using
alternating frames of red and green. Despite
missing the blue component, skin tones re-
produced well, and judicious choice of cos-
tume and scenery colors made Kinemacolor
moderately successful, though still uncom-
mon. Technicolor Corporation introduced a
very successful, though still pricey, full
three-color simultaneous motion picture
film technology in 1932. This completes the

TELEVISION
EDITED BY MARK NELSON, television@tv-boxes.com

Color TV at 70:

The 70th Anniversary of Color TV

By Mark Nelson

Advertisement for CBS Color with early
camera.
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circle back to CBS and Dr. Goldmark.
Early proposals for color television were

rather brute-force, using three separate
color-filtered cameras and matching color-
filtered CRT displays (there being no single-
screen color picture tubes yet invented). Like
the original three-color-strip motion pic-
tures, this would have been far too expensive
and unwieldy, and would have occupied
three of the already-insufficient number of
FCC authorized 6 MHz wide TV channels.
Bandwidth was valuable then, as now, and
the analog technology of the day imposed
pretty strict limits on what was possible.  

Technology, commerce and politics were
converging around the FCC in 1949-50, in
a series of hearings which became known
as The Color Wars. CBS had made a good
impression on the FCC and the public in
the ’40s with the quality of its color pic-
tures. Of one 1946 demonstration, the New
York Times had described the color as “su-
perior to the Technicolor seen in movies.”
In 1948, CBS built two complete closed-
circuit color systems for pharmaceutical
maker Smith, Kline & French for medical
training. An operating room demonstration
at an American Medical Association con-
vention was a resounding success—Gold-
mark commented that he judged the sys-
tem’s impact “by the number of faintings
we could count.”

But the CBS field-sequential system had
detractors too, none more powerful than
RCA, which was also presenting its color

system to the FCC. David Sarnoff,
head of RCA, derided the CBS
method, with its color wheel spin-
ning at 1200 rpm, as a throwback to
the days of mechanical television,
out of step with the future of elec-
tronics, and, most importantly, in-
compatible with the millions of TV
sets already in use.
xxThe incompatibility issue was a
real stumbling block, as far as much
of the TV industry was concerned.
The number of TV sets sold had
been doubling each year since 1946,
all of them using the 525 line, 30
frames/sec scan standard and 6 MHz

channel bandwidth authorized in 1941. To
fit three color channels into the same band-
width, while maintaining a frame rate that
would minimize eyestrain-inducing flicker,
Goldmark had needed to change scan
speeds. Lines per frame were reduced to 405
(the same as Britain’s BBC TV standard es-
tablished in 1936), with a corresponding re-
duction of picture detail, and frame rate
lowered to 24 per second (the same as mo-
tion pictures). But with about four million
TV sets already in homes in 1949 (and the
number increasing fast), having to modify

Diagram of a sequential color television system.

CBS field sequential color camera for Smith
Kline & French.
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them so they could receive color transmis-
sions in black and white would be a huge, if
not impossible task.

RCA’s entry into the Color Wars was
specifically designed to be compatible with
all those existing TV sets, many of which
had been—and were being—sold by RCA.
It was an all-electronic system, but its com-
plex circuits and tri-color picture tube were
not quite ready for prime time in 1949. The
October 10th demonstrations to the FCC
did not go well; problems of unstable color,
misaligned colors (convergence errors) and
poor color fidelity disappointed all who
viewed it. The show business newspaper
Variety famously headlined “RCA System
Lays a Colored Egg.” Sarnoff said that the
still-developmental equipment would have
all issues worked out in a few years. Com-
petitor DuMont thought it would take ten.

Fierce lobbying took place following the
last of the hearings in May, but in October,
the FCC chose Goldmark’s system as the
best of those presented to it. The CBS ap-
paratus was simple and well proven, if not
very elegant, and required no new technol-
ogy. However, it was obsolescent, and the
rest of the television industry snubbed it.
No TV manufacturer expressed interest in
making color sets for the new standard,
though some did make monochrome sets

with provisions for add-on adapters for the
color scan rates. CBS had to buy a manu-
facturer (Air-King) to make the sets itself,
under the CBS-Columbia name.  

Meanwhile, RCA obtained an injunction
to halt the FCC from making the standards
official, though it was ultimately denied by
the Supreme Court in late May, 1951. On
June 26th, CBS Television broadcast its
first color program, a one-hour star-studded
gala, over a network of five stations. In the
entire United States, perhaps a few dozen
receivers were capable of displaying it. The
other 10 million or so sets were effectively
blind to that program, and to the few other
color programs that followed. On October
19th, the director of the Office of Defense
Mobilization ordered CBS to suspend man-
ufacturing of color receivers to conserve

strategic materials needed for the Korean
War effort. The next day’s telecast of the
Maryland vs. North Carolina football game
was the CBS color system’s last broadcast
(Maryland won 14-7). The CBS field-se-
quential color system had lasted for barely
a year, and fewer than 200 of the CBS-Co-
lumbia model 12CC2 color receivers are
thought to have been sold.

Complaints, questions, comments and
suggestions about the Television column,
and television history generally, are always
welcome. My email is television@
tv-boxes.com.

Do-it-yourself color filter disk for CBS
color.

CBS-Columbia 12CC2 color receiver.
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T
he name Magnavox is associated
with many early accomplishments
in the design and manufacture of

speakers and audio amplifiers, as sum-
marized in detail by Alan Douglas1, and
continuing from 1910 into the 1980s.
The company’s achievements with early
audio devices are exemplified not only
by their iconic horn speakers, but also
by the circa 1919-22 Model AC-3 and

similar AC-2 amplifiers.
Magnavox built at least three other

similar amplifiers, the AC-2 Model C,
AC-2 Model D and the AC-3 Model D.
The number in the model refers to the
number of stages (and number of tubes
in these cases). The D models included
two additional transformers. These and
other Magnavox amplifiers are pictured
in Radio Age in a series of 1989-1990
articles by Walt Sanders2. The company
built units suitable for both home and
commercial use, some having higher
power for large audiences. These high-
power amplifiers utilized up to six tubes,

with each stage employing two tubes in
parallel. I acquired an AC-3 Model C in
1996 and repaired it in 1998. Fortu-
nately, I saved my notes to aid in de-
scribing details of the restoration. My
amplifier remains a solid reminder of the
quality that established Magnavox as a
leader in speaker and audio equipment
sales in 1922-23.

The AC-3 Model C amplifier consists
of three triode tubes coupled by two
audio transformers. In some examples of
this model, there is a third audio trans-
former between the input and the first
tube. This third transformer may have
been original to some sets, as it is well-
mounted below the first tube socket and
appears to be a factory installation. My
set does not have this transformer or the
bracket for one. In photos of sets I’ve
seen with this transformer, it looks like a
General Radio 231A audio transformer.
When using this amplifier with most
’20s battery sets, it makes sense to have
this transformer in place in order to
match the receiver’s tube plate to the
grid of the first audio tube. I used an ex-
ternal transformer of this type to hook
my amplifier to one of my battery sets
when I tested it. The tube sockets can ac-
commodate tubes with two types of
lock-down pin orientations and each
socket has two retaining slots. One slot
is for the more usual orientation found in
01 type tubes and the other matches the
Western Electric (WECO) orientation
found on the 205 series of tubes. My am-
plifier came with both types, all WECO
tennis ball tubes, one type 101A and two
type 205D tubes. I’m not sure who put
them in or when they were put in be-

EQUIPMENT RESTORATION
BY DAN MERZ, 1268 WHITE BLUFFS ST., RICHLAND, WA 99352
mdmradio@frontier.com
Submit restoration tips in Word, WordPerfect or plain text files with any 
illustrations in separate jpeg , tif or bmp files (not embedded in document). 

Restoration of a Magnavox AC-3
Model C Amplifier

Fig. 1: Magnavox AC-3 Model C amplifier.
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cause my set came from a collector who
had many tubes from the ’20s. The ad-
vertised tube type for this amplifier was
WECO 216A. After restoration I oper-
ated it with type 01-A tubes.

Upon examination of my amplifier, I
found that the first stage transformer
was open on one side and that both the
primary and secondary of the second
stage transformer were open. I then in-
vestigated the construction of these

transformers to determine whether they
could be repaired. My first discovery
was that these two transformers were un-
like any that I had encountered before,
but similar to a smaller version mounted
on the Magnavox R-2B large room
speaker base.  The transformers are
shown in Figure 2 and their construction
in Figure 3. The iron core is an open
type consisting of an array of straight
iron wires, a bundle with an outside di-
ameter of 0.75-inch and coil stack height
of 3.1 inches. The overall height of the
transformer is just under 4 inches. The
wire bundle is visible from the outside
of the transformer. 

The first task was opening a transformer to
examine the innards for further determination
of faults. I removed the external soldered con-
nections to the transformers and removed
them from the chassis. I then opened each
transformer by removing the outer fabric
wrap, which was conveniently loose so I got
it off easily without ripping it much. Because
the magnetic core it not closed, there is an un-
usual placement of the primary and secondary
coil segments, probably to ensure that the
magnetic flux efficiently penetrates both pri-
mary and secondary sides of the transformer.
The 18 segments consist of nine primary and
nine secondary pancake coils, alternately
stacked along the iron wire bundle that passes
through the center of each coil. Therefore, the
path of magnetic flux from each primary coil
has to pass through an adjacent secondary,
thereby reducing flux loss. I determined
which coils were open or disconnected by
measuring the continuity at various points
with an ohmmeter. In the first stage trans-
former, two open points were visually identi-
fied, and then connected and re-soldered,
which restored continuity to the open leg of
that transformer. The second stage trans-
former had four open sections, and one of
these was due to a break within a coil. The
other three were external bad connections
going to the second, sixth and eighth coils
which I repaired by soldering. I bypassed the
one segment that was open in the primary, an
expedient measure to avoid disassembling the
coil stack and trying to replace that coil. 

Fig. 2: AC-3 Model C chassis underside.

Fig. 3: Drawing of AC-3 transformer con-
struction.
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A rough estimate is that this lowered the orig-
inal primary inductance by about 20% which
could affect the low frequency response but at
the same time increased the average output
voltage by about 12%. I was willing to accept
this compromise rather than risking further
damage by disassembling the coil stack and
trying to replace the open segment. After re-
pairing the connections in the transformer, I
replaced the outer fabric cover. It could have
been glued back in place but I used some
black fabric with adhesive on one side, much
like old fabric black tape but in large sheets,
to hold the original fabric in place. This mate-
rial is probably a discontinued product but or-
dinary fabric and an adhesive such as white
glue could be substituted if the original fabric
cover is damaged by removal. The restored
cover looked nearly identical to the original.

Most audio transformers of this period
and later were made with closed iron
cores and the magnetic flux was con-
tained in a closed iron circuit. The ad-
vantages of closed core construction in-
clude smaller size, higher coupling
(lower loss) and probably lower produc-
tion cost if large numbers can offset ini-
tial tooling expenses. I believe an open
core transformer requires more turns and
some unusual division of coil segments
to achieve good performance and to
lower losses due to flux leakage. On the
other hand, open wire core transformers
may be easier to manufacture as they do
not require the laminated iron typical of
most closed core transformers. Some
closed core units such as Atwater-Kent

and Premier Electric hedgehog trans-
formers had wire bundles that were bent
around to form a closed core, probably a
cost-saving design. There may have
been some patent issues in play as well,
or Jensen/Pridham may have been more
familiar with induction coil construction
through thei r  connect ion wi th  the
Poulsen company.

Closed core transformers were in-
vented in the 1880s and by the mid-
1920s they were the dominant type. My
estimate of the AC-3 transformer con-
struction was about 12,000 to 13,000
turns of #35 or #36 wire on the nine pri-
mary coils and a similar number on the
nine secondary coils, for a total of 18
coil sections which measured about
1600 ohms on each nine-coil connection.
I measured the inductance of the primary
coil to be 10.3 H, which is at the higher
end of the range of early ’20s radio
transformers, which typically range
from 5 to 10 H 3. The construction of
this transformer reminds me of induc-
tion spark coils such as the Rhumkorff
induction coil used in Marconi’s early
spark transmitters because those devices
also had open magnetic circuit iron
cores. Of course, the details of construc-
tion are quite different.  

This amplifier uses three rheostats
which separately control the filament
current for each tube. The rheostat for
the first tube in my amplifier was some-
what different from the other two and
was a two-stage type with finer wire on
half of the winding. The finer wire was
defective and open at one point part way
along the winding. The second and third
rheostats measured 7.5 and 5 ohms re-
spectively. The first rheostat had 3 ohm
and 18 ohm sections so that when turn-
ing up the filament current, the voltage
increases more quickly in the 18 ohm
section before the wiper reaches the 3
ohm section where control is more grad-
ual. After examining the wire size and
turns in the 18 ohm section, I decided
that #24 Nichrome would be the correctFig. 4: Close-up of restored two-section

rheostat. (continued on page 57)
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I
n the 1920s many long-established
companies that had produced com-
pletely unrelated products joined in the

rush to put radios on the market. Some were
successful but many failed after producing
a set or two and therefore reverted to their
original products. One such company that

met with some success was the Herschede
Hall Clock Company of Cincinnati, Ohio.
Many aspects of this company’s radio en-
terprise are somewhat shrouded in mystery,
and it takes some unproven speculation and
assumptions to weave it all together. 

When Alan Douglas was planning Vol-
ume 1 of “Radio Manufacturers of the
1920s” he asked me if I had any informa-
tion about the Cleartone, Faraway, and Sil-
verset connection and their history. I had to
say no. This lack of information therefore
led him to abandon the inclusion of that
group. Soon afterward, I found a Faraway
model F in a junk shop, and noticing the
similarity to Cleartone pictures brought it
home, along with the mice living in it. Thus
was born my determination to clear up
some of the Cleartone mystery.

Since that day I have accumulated about
10 different Cincinnati Cleartone related
sets. I also have literature  documenting that
the radios were made in the clock plant at
East McMillan and Essex Place in Cincin-
nati. A few years ago we traveled past there
on the way from an Estes Auction in Ohio

to the CCA meet in Charlotte and
saw the plant. It looks pretty
much the same as it did in the
1920s. 
xxResearch from the Cincinnati
City directory shows Walter and
John Herschede as President and
Vice President of the Cleartone
Radio Company in 1924. Subse-
quent directories show neither of
them holding any later office
with Cleartone although radios

CLEARING UP THE
CLEARTONE MYSTERY

Herschede Hall Clock Company Ventures into Radio

BY MERRILL  BANCROFT

AUTHOR’S EMAIL:  RITAREO@JUNO.COM

Herschede Hall Clock Co. brochures.

Cleartone Cincinnati factories.
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were produced for at least another 10 years.
The Herschede Company archive states that
the company “experimented” with the pro-
duction of radios so we do have sort of a
connection. There is an extensive history of
the Herschede Hall Clock Co. on the web.
My two undated Herschede brochures
show very expensive tall clocks of high
quality with various chiming arrangements. 

My earliest Cleartone radio catalog,
which I believe is from 1922, shows Mod-
els TDAA-55, TDAA-54, TDAA-53,
which are similar looking Bakelite panel
models but with decreasing numbers of
audio stages. Separate amplifiers and other
parts also are shown. None of these items
bear any similarity to anything in the later

brass panel sets, nor have any of them come
to light in my research. 

The company location address in this cat-
alog remains the same as the clock factory,
so I assume that they were still a Herschede-
connected company. Further evidence of
this is the appearance of the Bakelite panel
Model TDAA-60 in the same ads as some
“Goldcrest” models, a designation used on
the initial metal panel radios. This set had an
RF amp, detector, and two audio stages. Ac-
cording to company’s ads, the TDAA-60
later became the Bakelite panel 60 and fi-
nally the brass (or Platinum) panel 60.

The “Goldcrest” line showed up in mid-
1923, encompassing the Model 2 Reflex,
Models 20, 30, 40, and 60, all having dif-
ferent panel layouts and circuitry but using
the same Cleartone branded parts. In No-
vember 1923 the “Goldcrest” product line
soon evolved to become “Clear-o-dyne”
models with that name on the Model 70, 80,
and 90 series. Keeping these model num-
bers in reasonable order is difficult due to
contradictions in the ads and, additionally,
some otherwise identical models had peep-
holes and some didn’t. The basic models
had numbers ending with 0 (60, 70, etc.)
and the models with more elaborate cabinet
styles had the same first number but differ-
ent second digits (62, 63) etc. 

xxThe brass panel radios
all used the same
Cleartone branded parts,
chrome-plated audio
transformers, and panels
with satin “platinum” fin-
ishes similar to the Her-
schede clock face finish.
These panels are very dif-
ficult to clean. They are
not simply polished brass
but were born with a soft
gold, and polishing will
spoil the satin finish look.
Evidently, two different
styles of coffin-shape cab-
inets were randomly used
for the basic models. I
have also found some
identical radios residing in

different cabinets. Ads for these earlier
Cleartone sets can be found in almost all of
the major radio periodicals from late 1922
to early 1926. Prices for the line ranged
from $40 up to $190.

There were two very different model 80
“Super Clear-o-dyne” variations as shown
in these pictures. 

One shows up more commonly in collec-
tions but I think I must have the only ex-
ample of the other version. It came to me in
a roundabout way from an attic in Brook-
lyn, New York through an alert by some
North Carolina friends. The only ad I have

1922 Cleartone catalog.



found showing this odd one is in the June
1924 issue of Popular Radio. I haven’t tried
to figure out the circuit but it looks really
complex. The successor Model 80 appeared
a short time later and seemed to have more
consistent ads. 

I know of only one model of horn
speaker manufactured by Cleartone. It is
unique in that it has an S-curve shaped
throat. The one is shown in Floyd Paul’s
Radio Horn Speaker Encyclopedia has
been painted black, which is incorrect. I be-
lieve that mine has the correct appearance

although it is missing the driver cover. A
more modern looking cabinet style speaker
appeared later, but I have never seen one.

Cleartone made radios of a more modern
style for several more years, often using the
same model number designations. I have
several brochures for these attractive later
models.

For what it’s worth, I have found four ad-
dresses for Cleartone: E. McMillan and
Essex Place, 2427 Gilbert Ave., McMillan

Street at Reading Road, and 2429
Gilbert Ave. Possibly all of these
addresses are actually parts of the
same location.
xxTo add some mystery to this
story we move on to the Faraway
Radio Co. located at 650-660 West
Third Street in Cincinnati. Faraway
advertised two early models, F and
R, which were identical to early
Cleartone models except for hav-
ing silver colored front panels and
Faraway logos.
xxAll Faraway and Cleartone parts
are identical as are the two basic
cabinet styles for both brands. I
have found only three different
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Cleartone First 80 top, Second 80 bottom.

Cleartone horn speaker.

Cleartone Second 80 top, First 80 bottom.



Faraway models in magazine ads and in the
Faraway literature I have accumu-
lated. In addition, I have a Cleartone
set, not shown in any ads but identi-
cal to a Faraway set layout minus the
peepholes. Of the three known Far-
away models, Model F was adver-
tised at $59.50 from November 1924
to March 1926 and Model R was ad-
vertised at $29.50 from October 1924
to January 1928. 

The later 1926 Faraway TRF
model 55 set, was a Cleartone Model
100 copy in every way except for the
panels which were now painted
metal.

I had assumed that the Faraway
sets were manufactured in the clock plant as

well, but a Faraway brochure I have shows
a different factory building. The Faraway
literature is very attractive and persuasive
with big dealer discounts and bonus plans
that made the company seem larger than it
probably was. I have not found evidence of
any more than three (or possibly four) of
the early Faraway models. I am still seeking
a 1926 Faraway TRF Model 55 as well as
the similar Cleartone Model 100 and the
Cleartone Model 2 Reflex set.

There is one more related “Manufac-
turer” to add to the mix. Silverset seems to
have made just one radio model, identical
in every way to the later version Cleartone
model 80 TRF set, and, you guessed it, ad-

vertised as having a “covered in genuine
Silver” panel, the same clock face finish as
used in the Faraway sets. I obtained one of
these in a trade and know of only one other
one. A color picture can be seen on the back
page of the February 1925 issue of Popular
Radio. Strange as it seems, there was an ad
for the nearly identical Cleartone Model 80
TRF set on page 65 of that issue for $5.00
less. This, the only Silverset model adver-
tised or known for that matter, sold for
$125.

Other Silverset ads appear in Popular
Radio including a highly promotional two
page ad in the November 1924 issue. Sil-
verset is advertised as “the ultimate of all
radio receivers” in the December 1924 issue
of Radio Merchandising. Addresses listed
for Silverset are 500 East McMillan, 501
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Faraway Models F (bottom) and R (top).

Cleartone and Faraway brochures.

Later Faraway and Cleartone models.



East McMillan, and
515 East Macmillan,
which were probably
all the same address,
and at least close to, if
not in the Cleartone-
Herschede factory
building. I would ap-
preciate copies of any
literature or history on
this Silverset radio or
any of this group for
that matter.

The Cleartone resi-
dent expert/consultant
in the 1920s was Pro-
fessor Guy Maurice
Wilcox of Chicago’s
Armour Institute of
Technology Physics
Department. He was
also an inventor of

sorts and is mentioned
in several ads and in
Cleartone literature.
More information
about him appears on
the Internet. 
xxThis summarizes
the information I have
found to date about
the earlier products of
these three compa-
nies. Most of this in-
formation came from
literature that I have
collected, and from
early radio publica-
tions and magazines. I
am always on the
lookout for more in-
formation and always
willing to share what I
have.
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Silverset ad.

replacement size, but I rewound that sec-
tion with wire I had on hand, winding 82
turns of #28 Nichrome wire on the insu-
lating form. My smaller wire size re-
sulted in 36 ohms but this worked OK
when I tested the amplifier. The repaired
rheostat winding is shown in Figure 4. I
wasn’t completely sure that this unusual
two-section rheostat was original to my
amplifier but the wiring to it looked
original, and it was the same style as the
other two rheostats except for having a
housing made of metal rather than black
phenolic. It provides finer control of the
first tube filament voltage compared to
the other two and may have been put in
to improve volume control for the first
stage tube when at the mid point of its
rotation the wiper passes onto the 3 ohm
section and into the higher filament volt-
age range.

The amplifier was tested using 01-A

tubes and a battery eliminator power
supply with 67 volts B+ and about 5
volts on the filaments. An RCA type
100A speaker was connected. The three
panel-mounted switches provided easy
selection of the number of active stages.
As expected, the output was very strong
and more than adequate for close up lis-
tening with just one stage active. 
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lost its black background. The red enamel
surrounding the AK logo is almost gone.
There is heavy corrosion around the top-
right edges of the tag and the lettering has
lost its gold tone finish.

For the best implementation of the
restoration process, the tag will have to be
removed. Fortunately, it is held in place by
two black-finish mushroom head pins dri-
ven into plain through-holes in the Bakelite.
These pins can be pressed out from the
back. For this operation, the tag will need to
be supported on a small block of hardwood
that has two 1/8"-diameter holes for the
heads of the steel pins to drop into. It is best
not to attempt to drive the pins out with a
small hammer and punch; it’s much safer to
chuck your punch in any ordinary drill
press and use the quill feed to apply just
enough pressure to make the pins press-out.

Once the tag is free of your transformer,
clean it with detergent and flush. Then clean
it with alcohol. Use an X-Acto knife blade to
scrape the corrosion off the edges of the tag.
On this example, the top-right border was
heavily corroded. I was able to scrape down
to clear brass for most, but not all, of the cor-
roded area. Avoid being too aggressive.

M
any collectors are fascinated by
beautiful examples of the famous
Atwater-Kent “open set” radios

assembled from individual modules
mounted upon a mahogany board. Unfortu-
nately, many of these radios were
stored in appalling conditions
over the decades and now require
some level of cleaning or refinish-
ing to halt further deterioration,
and often to make them even min-
imally presentable for exhibition.

RF transformers may be found
with the cotton outside winding in-
sulation badly stained, bleached,
or rotten or the entire winding may
have even slipped off the Bakelite form. For
some time, restorers have known how to re-
place this wiring with “new old stock” SCE
(Single Cotton – Enameled) magnet wire
that they appropriately color using RIT
“dark green” fabric dye.

The brass screws, nuts, washers and
thumb nuts on the unit may be badly cor-
roded but can be cleaned with simple to im-
plement methods.

So now you have bright brass hardware
and nice new green wire for your trans-
formers but what do you do about the badly
oxidized brass tag mounted in the very cen-
ter of the top? The corroded tag is going to
look even worse when surrounded by the
“like new” restored parts. I have encoun-
tered this problem before but until now
never achieved a satisfactory solution. 

Here is our candidate for the new restora-
tion technique. Oxidation of the brass has
progressed to the point that the upper-left
quarter of the tag has almost completely

NEW METHOD FOR CLEANING
ATWATER-KENT BREADBOARD TAGS

Restoring a Corroded A-K Brass Tag

BY ROBERT LOZIER,  KD4HSH

AUTHOR’S EMAIL:  KD4HSH@CAROLINA.RR.COM

A-K transformer tag before restoration.
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(not coarse particle board). You must have
a sharp cabinet makers steel scraper to draw
across your MDF board. As the MDF fills
with excess paint, the scraper removes it and
MDF fibers that are pulled from the surface.
The whole rubbing process can be com-
pleted in just a minute or two.  

Should you have some areas that do not
clear of excess paint, rub the tag along the
cut edges (sides) of your MDF board a few
times. These cut surfaces are not level and
can be used to find the remaining low or
high spots of excess paint.

Part Two of the “New Method”

You now have all the lettering and
graphic of the tag free of paint and it is time
to remove the exposed oxides from the
brass. This is done by dissolving a tiny
pinch of Sodium Bisulphate crystals in a
teaspoon of common drugstore OTC 3%
Hydrogen Peroxide solution. Sodium

Bisulphate dry acid is used to re-
duce the pH in spas and swim-
ming pools, and is available at
Walmart or any pool supply store.
(A “lifetime” supply for radio col-
lectors is going to set you back
less than $10.) This combination
solution, long used by jewelry
makers, removes oxides from
brass without leaving a “pink
blush” on the brass and also
avoids leaving fine lines of sand-

ing. It also is great for cleaning old nickel-
plated parts.

I use a disposable pipette to apply just a
few drops of this solution to the dry surface
of the MDF board, and then rub the face of
the tag back and forth through the wet spot.
After a few seconds, check your progress.
Use the scraper to draw the old solution and
lifted fibers away from your work area and
apply a few more drops of solution. After
two or three cycles you should see bright
yellow brass free of “pink blush.”  

Wipe the tag with pure water and dry.
Protect the yellow brass lettering by apply-
ing a thin over-spray of clear or transparent
tint lacquer. Too much lacquer will cause
the paint below to bleed.  

Use a birch toothpick to clean the rest of
the surface. You don’t want to use so much
abrasion that it exposes the yellow brass. The
reason being, that the paint you will apply
will adhere better to the thin film of brass ox-
idation and original black oxide remaining
than it will to virgin brass. Wipe the part vig-
orously with alcohol and a gauze pad.  

You now are ready to fill the background
areas with flat black and red enamel paint
taken from ordinary spray cans. I simply
spray a tiny fraction of a teaspoon of paint
into a well of a disposable artist paint pallet
and wait a few minutes for most of the sol-
vent to evaporate. Then I use a tiny sable
brush to fill the areas of the tag. I don’t
want to apply a heavy coating—just the
minimum amount to make the coating thick
enough to be opaque. In this case I had to
add some red paint to the center of the tag.
You do not have to worry about precise
placement of the paint.

The paint must be thoroughly cured be-
fore moving on to the next step. I use a 250-
watt heat lamp mounted on a stand. It is
connected to a lamp dimmer. That way I
can place the tag under the lamp and adjust
for a gentle heat of maybe 120o F for a du-
ration of an hour or two.

Part One of the “New Method”

Previously I would have used something
like 1500 grit sandpaper to remove the high
spots of paint and expose the yellow brass
lettering.

But the better way to remove excess paint
and reveal the bright yellow brass surface is
to remove by rubbing the tag on the face of
a new piece of unfinished MDF shelving

Paint has been added to the cleaned tag.



In this case, clear lacquer should be
tinted with TransTint “honey amber” trans-
parent dye to add a classic warm gold tone
to the yellow brass luster. This is best done
using an air brush.

Considering the original condition of my
tag, the transformation of this tag has pro-
duced better results than any I have seen
before.

This tag now appears consistent with the
look of the new winding, cleaned brass
hardware and of course, the cleaned Bake-
lite molded shell.

What if you cannot remove the tag or if it
is curved? You can still use the cleaning
method if you substitute a smooth birch

wood Popsicle stick (craft stick) for the MDF
board. You will just have to exercise greater
care in holding the flat of the stick as close to
parallel to the tag face as possible. You can
still use the same two-step process of begin-
ning with touch-up paint if necessary and re-
moval of the excess with a dry stick followed
by removing the brass oxides with a drop or
two of acid solution applied to a clean stick.
When you clean off the acid with a wet cot-
ton ball or gauze pad, use compressed air to
blow out any solution that may have wicked
under the tag and dry thoroughly before ap-
plying a protective clear coat.

Robert Lozier, KD4HSH
Monroe, NC, USA
kd4hsh@carolina.rr.com
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Cleaning and finishing supplies for the
“New Method.”

Restored tag, back in place.

RE: Building an AM Transmitter (AWA Journal Vol. 60 #1)

The 6888 computer tube is a dual-control pentode, having a fine-pitch third grid, so giv-
ing decent Gm (transconductance) from G1 or G3 to plate. The 6AS6 dual-control pentode
should work well as a replacement. The 6BE6 and 6SA7 pentagrid converters should also
work well as replacements, as a dual-control pentode is essentially a pentagrid without G4
and G5.

Peter Traneus Anderson 

KC1HR (inactive)

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
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award year. For each year’s award, articles in the
four issues of the Journal published immediately
before the Convention will be considered.

THE J. ALBERT MOORE AWARD
This award, named in honor of a major con-
tributor to the Antique Radio Club of America,
recognizes original writing in the AWA Jour-
nal on troubleshooting, restoration techniques,
performance evaluation, and identification
methods.The time span of this year’s award is
the same as for the Kelley-OTB Award.

THE TAYLOR AWARD
The Taylor Award is given in memory of John
P. Taylor, TV developer at RCA and editor of
the RCA Broadcast News, for documentation
or preservation of the history of television tech-
nology.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
While AWA members are a natural subject of
honor by any AWA award, non-member nom-
inations are welcome; we recognize meritori-
ous work, no matter the source. Preference nat-
urally goes to individuals who have not re-
ceived similar awards previously. A nominee
not selected for an award in one year auto-
matically becomes a candidate for that award
in the next year. An individual receiving one
of the awards becomes eligible for a re-is-
suance of that award after five years.

NOMINATIONS
Nominations for ALL AWARDS, including
supporting reasons why the nominee should
receive the award, may be emailed to the
Awards Coordinator Felicia Kreuzer at
Awards.AWA@gmail.com or send by mail to
Felicia Kreuzer, 1541 Bronson Road, Grand
Island, New York 14072 no later than July
1st.

THE HOUCK AWARD – PRESERVATION
The AWA Houck Award for Preservation,
named in honor of radio pioneer Harry Houck,
recognizes the acquisition, preservation, and
documentation of an outstanding collection of
electronic communication artifacts by an indi-
vidual or group. The collection may focus on
a specific class of device, a particular time
span, a certain country of origin; or may be
unlimited in scope. A preference goes to a col-
lector who makes the collection and/or related
data base available for research use; likewise,
aid given to other collectors/researchers is
considered favorably. 

THE HOUCK AWARD – DOCUMENTATION
The AWA Houck Award for Documentation
recognizes quality original research and writing
on the history or evolution of electronic com-
munication technology in a published book,
several articles in the AWA Review or AWA
Journal or other publically available periodical,
or long-running website. Preference will be
given to subjects that have not been covered
elsewhere. Assembly of a library of significant
research resources, with that library being avail-
able to outside users, is considered favorably.  

THE TYNE TUBE AWARD
The Tyne Tube Award is presented, in re-
membrance of collector-writer Gerald F.J.
Tyne, for contributions to preserving or docu-
menting the history of tube technology by an
individual or group. The writing is nominally
tube-related, but does not exclude documen-
tation of early solid-state devices on their re-
lationship to tube technology.

THE BRUCE KELLEY-OTB AWARD
This award goes to the individual who published
an article in the AWA Journal judged to be the
most original, historical presentation of the

AWA ANNUAL AWARD RULES
In response to member questions and recommendations, the AWA Board of Trustees ap-
proved and implemented the following revised AWA Award Rules to begin with the 2017
Awards. In addition to these rules AWA has placed a history of Award winners on the AWA
website at www.antiquewireless.org. Nominations for all Awards should be submitted to
Felicia Kreuzer, Awards Coordinator, by email or postal mail at the addresses noted below.

AWA AWARDS – THE 2017 RULES
AWA’s program of yearly awards honors achievement by electronic communications writers,
preservationists, collectors and historians.
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maybe even the receiver, which must have
been of crystal detector design. The two tool-
boxes attached below the coil could have
held batteries, or receiver components. I
wonder where the spark key was mounted.

This wireless rig does not appear to be of
military design, so I would theorize that this
is an amateur radio operator’s outfit, possi-
bly sponsored by a college or university, as
the cost of such a large commercial style
coil would have been prohibitive for the or-

dinary pre-World War I ham operator. The
primitive construction of the UK’s roads of
that era would have made maneuvering this
heavy machine down the dirt highway a
real test of physical endurance.

A vintage of 1911 would place this wire-
less-equipped motorcycle at the dawn of 
mobile communication on two wheels. Has
anyone seen or read of of an earlier example
of a wireless outfit installed on a motorcycle?

73, Jim Kreuzer, N2GHD

WE HAVE A WINNER!

There was only one winner in the “Guess the Make and Model Contest” from last
issue’s Back Page photo of Arthur Alexander’s wireless station: Eric Wenaas!!!! We
congratulate Eric on his knowledge and ability to research and investigate early wire-
less apparatus! A copy of the photo and an identification key appear below.

Arthur Alexander's wireless station.

Equipment identification key.

THE BACK PAGE, continued from page 64
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PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE ON CD ...................................................................

BOOKS
The most popular AWA Review ever produced, the Atwater Kent Story by Ralph Williams
originally issued as AWA Review #12, is available as a CD. Price is $15, postage paid in U.S.;
elsewhere, add $5.

Another out-of-print classic, The Hallicrafters Story by Max De Henseler, HB9RS, is also
back as a CD.  Max De Henseler was a personal friend of Hallicrafters founder Bill Halligan,
and his book provides unusual insights into Halligan’s life and early struggles. This well-il-
lustrated book has 245 pages, a nice Index and several handy lists of models and features.
Price is $15, postage paid in U.S.;  elsewhere, add $5.

THE AWA JOURNAL (OTB)
Volume 1 (Contains all issues from January, 1960 - March, 1985)
Volume 2 (Contains all issues from June, 1985 - November, 1996)
Volume 3 (Contains all issues from February, 1997 - November, 2011
Price for one volume: $36 US, postpaid in U.S.; elsewhere, add $5
Price for any two volumes: $65 US, postpaid in U.S. ; elsewhere, add $5
Price for all three volumes:  $99 US, postpaid in U.S.; elsewhere, add $5

TELEGRAPH ANTHOLOGY 
Contains every telegraph article ever published through 2004 in The Old Timer’s Bulletin
(now The AWA Journal) and The AWA Review. In addition there are photos from the
“lost” Stu Davis Museum collection, an unpublished article by Lou Moreau on military
keys, and the long-awaited update of the “Early Telegraph Makers” list by Roger Reinke.
There are three ways of browsing the content of this CD:  The chronological list of article ti-
tles, a subject index and an author index. Compiled and edited by Prof. Tom Perera,
W1TP. Price is $15 postpaid in U.S.; elsewhere add $5. 

AWA REVIEWS
Prior issues of the AWA Review are also available on CDs. Volumes 1-5, Volumes 6-10, Vol-
umes 11-13, Volumes 19-24, Volumes 25-26, Volumes 27-29, and Volumes 30-31 are avail-
able on seven CDs. Price for one CD, $25 US; any two CDs, $43; any four CDs, $80; all
seven CDs, $140, postpaid in US. Elsewhere, add $5.

AWA PIN.......................................................................................................................
Antique Wireless Association name and logo in gold lettering on a dark blue cloisonné back-
ground; 1" in diameter; clutch mounted. Price: $6 U.S., elsewhere, add $3

AWA JOURNAL (OTB) and REVIEW BACK ISSUES..................................................
See a list of available back issues on the Museum Store Order Form (see below).

ORDERING MERCHANDISE
The Museum Store Order Form and current list of available merchandise is available for
download on the AWA website at: http://www.antiquewireless.org/awa-store-order-form.html
or by writing Stan Avery at P.O. Box 421, Bloomfield, NY 14469. Make checks out to
“AWA Museum” and send to AWA Museum Store at the same address. Contact Stan
with any questions about Museum purchases. 

NOW AVAILABLE FROM THE AWA MUSEUM STORE
— All profits are used to support the Museum —

Many other AWA items and a Museum Store order form are available on the AWA website at:
http://www.antiquewireless.org/museum-store1.html NOTE: A printed copy of the order form
is available on request (see Ordering Merchandise section below).



I
discovered this photo in the form of a
glass plate negative image and thought
that it was an appropriate subject for this

issue of the Journal.
The negative measures 4"55" and has

quite a bit of detail, although I have seen
sharper images from the era. The motorcy-
cle has been identified by experts as a 1911-
1912 Campion, with a single-cylinder 500
cc JAP (J.A. Prestwich Industries) engine.
The Campion Cycle Company was a British
bicycle and motorcycle maker, active from
1893 to 1926 and based in Nottingham,

England. The “AL” registration letters on
the license plate confirm that it was regis-
tered in Nottinghamshire. 

The only identifiable components of the
wireless system include the Marconi style in-
duction spark coil, a spark ball gap assembly,
and the obvious antenna. As the coil is of such
large size, I would assume that a lead-acid
battery bank is connected via the cables com-
ing from the bottom of the antenna mast. An
additional motorcycle may have accompa-
nied this one, to carry the battery pack and

Wireless on Two Wheels

Interesting Images from the AWA Museum Archives

BY JAMES KREUZER, N2GHD, MEDIA LIBRARIAN
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